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Carter Releases Summary of Activities
Of 1946 Red Cross In Calloway County

ets Advisor
fle Here

Services Held Here .
Fbr Workman Infant

Last Rites Held For
Blida E. Wright •

Breivers Wins District; Redmen And
Lone Oak 14dvance., In,Regional Meet

Dark•Firell Market
For Past Week Gets
Average Of $23.03

George M. Sanders
Services Are Held
•

•

•
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Can lk Made Economically
,Easily 'in Well-Equipped Farm Shop

•
Repairs

AUNT FRANCES
MARINE IS 101 Si

_ Blood Ri‘cr Baptist Association Will- .
7t Sponsor Stewardship Revival Next Week

Friends and relatives gathered at
W Dun• The Blood- River Baptist Assuci- Marion... Locust Grove. T.
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BREWERS WINS

BRITISH ATEEND

iContmued from Page 1

iContinuen from Pane D

produced by the Tennessee -Valley
Authority, are determined through
test-demonstration 'program
the
which is carried on-4n cooperation
with a number of lending farmers
who are willing to serve as soils
and crop leaders for their commenity and, county. They also
expressed interest in the work
that farmers have been able to
do through cooperative effort in
their county Soil Improvement Association and through the federated
organization of these cooperatives
into the Valley Counties of KenThey. asked
tucky Cooperative.
questions about the removal of
families from the Kentucky Reservoir area, what became of those
families and how the land along
the reservoir is being utilized to
satisfy the various interests of ags
state
nculture, recreation, and
parks; arso what progress is being
made in the reforestation of badly
eroded areas as a means of helping
in the program to put "all land to
Calvert 35 productive use".
Pos.
Hardin 45
R. Ssritinton 5 Foy_ Speeks
F
Smith 14
Count agent S. V. Foy. in flaw
Tarkington 7
F
Sires:: 6
R. L. Ross 13 C J. Solomon 13 initial statement on general county
Sewell 6 extension programs pointed out
Darnell S.
That the Slogan for 'Calloway,CounTuTen
G
R. Ross 2
Subs: Hardin-Hiett 2. Thomp- ty is "higher yields from less cultison, aArants Wilson.: Calvert City vated- acres" and increased product:1 quality hey and_ pass
--Capps McLemoretore _crops from . all .other_ land eX._
..Score. by quarters:
21. 35 46 cept -that devoted specifically to
Hardin
20 30 35 trees. He stated that definite pro11
Calvert City
gress is being made in this direcBenton 26 tion as indicated by the fact that
Pos.
V: • City .$
Cole 2 200 or more farmers produced a
R. Solomon 1 F.
Harper 2 ton of tobacco per acre and that
F
Tarkington
Nichols 8 many farmers have doubled their
J. Solomon 10 C
Thompson 3 -corn yield pe racre. through im0
Sewell 16
LeNeave 8 proved practices and increased use
G
Julen 4
Subs: Caleert City Capps 5; of fertilizers and green Maillire
Benton-G. Phillips 2. B. Phillips crops:, and that improved pasture 1. Lindsey.
on more land will conserve proScore by quatiers:
ductivity and lead to increased use
-36
28
8 16
Calvert City
of livestock in the farming opera6 14 26 tions.
ff
Benton rflovaLsirtrand other
Alms 39
Pea,
nerd* 49 Miller 10 home demonstration agents present
Srpfth 10
Chaney 5 stated that alt - phases of thealhoree•
F
Brandon 6 maker education program, espeoIF L. Ross 10 C
Newberry 6 ially on the improvement of rural
G
Darnall 5
Bur-keen 12 Liamily living conditions, is coG
R. Ross 6
Silber Herclin--M area.-Thompson. airdinated as a definite part of the
Arent 2. Wilson; Almo-Rushing, J. general rural mprovement in the
Valley Counties.
Miller, Bailey. Ft. Burkeen.
flUarters:
Score
All members of the local Ex- i
14 25 38 49 tension Service unit cooperated nal
Hardin __
8 12 25 39 arrangements for the conference. I
Alm°
A special luncheon, for oi! of town'
guests., was held ail the Nations/ 1.
Hotel preceding the conference.
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CUT FLOM
FUNERAL
er Shop, S.
479.
FOR SALEti-ti good ni
them overTenn.

Are You

PIANOS with bend
from $95.11
Harry Edv
Street,land

a
proud
daddy?

FOR SALE
year urea.
aOrr
'Wain Strei

•
If so. that youngster of youts
has been photographed to a
fare-you-well. You have an
album of him and all the
trimmings, •-• so you'll have
your memories of him always.

FOR SALE.
ridge farm
Limed an
buildings. 4
Cream, Ma
BMW CHK
100, up- D
Rockmart,

But you've probably been doing that ‘ounester dirt just

FOR SACS
cheted bat
bootees. I
home. Mn

the same:
Have you been photographed
since that stiff-necked affair
they - took- WIUM, you -gradua
ated or the "just-us-two"
marriage?
shot of your
_ _
•

-4

'-

You won't be here forever
yaiurself, you kricha. Play
fifty-fifty apd let us photograph. you today -so he also
will have something of you
.
to keep.-

1
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STUDIO

FOR SALE
seat. stov.
Mrs."Sam

map THE
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se,t kb.„,
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mules, 14
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4 way.
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FRANCES NEAL

.\-ot everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to -The Ledger- •
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Z.? Times hut nearly
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ERIC BLORE

MARKEP WOMAN!'
GUN - MOLL !
KILLER QUEEN!
MORE DEADLY THAN TI IL MALE !
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•

INCREASE
HELM'S:
Officially I
four _wiml;
cords over
ing Bullet
postpaid.
Paducah. ii

HOMEMADE PIES

"

•

ii

WE ARE T
BABY CHI
brooders,
feeders-Em
Supply Sto

, Continued ft ain Pases 1)
CLASSIFIER:MI '
_
.
-.
AM- ••• 4•••
•••• •••
4=• ••••
••••••••••••=••••••••••••••••.••••1•14••••••4•11. OE.
Water Safety
Six classes conducted in water
safety with.61 certificates issued.
a.
One seater safety instructor class
issued.
certifiqptes
taught and five.
.
Accident Prevention
Two elastics in accident prevention conducted and 57 certificates
i;sued.
----Praduction
The chapter has Made and shipped 1.121 sewed garments and 49 I
knitted garments for war relief
and 83 knitted garments for servicemen. AR of. this work was i
• COCOANUT
done by volunteers.
a,
Junior Red Creed
• CHOCOLATE
All the' chiildren if the 'county
;ire erirolled•Tn Junior • Red Cress ,
• BUTTERSCOTCH
sThe school children- have filled .
• FRUIT PIES
and shipped 54 boxes for children
•
*
evereeas. .
'
Howse Niirshat - - A survey has been .._Tacle and
sholaS that home nursing 'i.;. needed
and desired by, the schools and
. housewives. Plana are being' made
tim have classes given in the schools
million
During the tint half Of 19▪ 46, Arreacan industry borrowed 355
and to housewives during the
of
• pounds of fats and oils from reserv-e • stocks_ Due to the depletion
months of September, October and . .
need for
these reserves. this wilt not be possums this year and so the before..
411•••••••••=•••=••••••••••IMO•NPA•
December. 1947
• I
salvaging used coolearea„fat cecomes even more urgent than

l

1

a

:sea l•DP1 ait a I

t-BUT THE..CUPBOARD 15 BARE

•

Dr.Carr Is Speaker
At Pounders Day
Dr. John Wesley Carr, president
emeritus of Murray State College,
was principal speaker at a founders day program at die college
yesterday.
Dr. Carr said' more than 1.100
persons in Murray and Calloway
county made contributions of $5 to
$2.500 each in raising a fund of
$190,000 to assist the college.
The school was authorized March
8. 1922. and the site was chooen
Sept_ 17, 1922. Dr. Carr said. He
was • the school's first preaident
and classes began- September 24,
1923. aSpecial guests at the prograrti
included three former regents, T.
H. Stokes. Mrs. Ora K. Mason and
T. 0. Turner. Formesr president
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was unable to
deliver _his_ scheduled address be-,
case of illness

Lineups for the finals:
a,
Haan 36
Pas.
Brewers Si
Smith
V. Mathis 9
F
Siress 2
F
Wright 11
R. L. Ross 17
Owens 5 •
• C
Darnall 5
Creason 14
R. Ross 4
G
Thweatt 12
Subs: Brewers -- Arnett 2, T.
Mathis 6, Rose, Darnall, Cope.
Hieta
Hardin-Thompson 11 Araid
1 -Miller. Wilson. Score by quarters:
Brewers- .. 12 27 44 59
3 17
28 36
Hardin,
•
Pea. N. t'oncord 43
Brewers 48
Adams 8
E
V. Mathis 2
Thompson 10
F
Wright 20
Williams 15
C
•
Owen
Stubblefield 4
G
Creason 17
Bell 4
G
Thweatt 3
SUbs: Bre'wers-T. Mathis 2.
Cope 4, Arnett; New Concord--J.
Winchester 2.
Score by quarters:
14 27 36 48
Brewers
N. Concord ..... _. 9 18 35 43
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and Save Money

FOR SALE-Used tractors and used DELICIOUS, TEXAS CITRUS COTTON MATTRESSES made in
renovated
automobiles.- Taylor Implement FRUITS-Bushel, half Marsh9evd- innerspring. Cottons
lc less grapefruit, half Valencia or- like new. Work guaranteed. FlorCompany.
anges. Delivered prices west of al designed- tick Or A.C.A.. Pick
CUT FLOWERS, CORSAGES and FOR SALE Chestnut fence posts on Mississippi $5.50; east of Missis- up and delivery---Paris Mattress
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flow- the road in 6 and 7 ft lengths. sippi $5.75-Knapp-Sherriff-Koelle, Co.., phone 1291-J- A. M. Bell,
er Shop, South 15th Street- Phorie Price 22 1-2 and 25 cents per Box 488A. Donna, Texas.
Is113p
Al7c Paris. Tenn.
tf post-Robbie Jones, 2 miles south479.
---lp FOR SALE-Good used baby carwest of Taylor's Store.
FOR SALE-We have 30 head of exriage with good tires; also good
tra good mules. Come and look TIMMONS OF PARIS, TENN., for Blue Boss kerosene stove. See -11a
them over-W. D. McSwain, Paris, tailored clothes. Hundreds of fine Mae Barron, 412 S. 12t.h7 St. NOTICE TO INTERESTED TOMAtf worsteds to select from, for men Phone 346-W.
Tenn.
lc TO GROWERS-Beginning Saturand women's tailored suits. M27c
day, March 1st. and.'"Continuing
FOR
ORDERS
WE ARE TAKING
FOR SALE-Baby clothes. includ- through Saturday, March 15, The
BABY CHICKS. See us for your FOR SALE-Loose or baled hay; ing dresses, slips, and a coat and
Calloway County Vegetable Growbrooders, water fountains and also 40 gallons of sorghum-G. A. cap; also a bassinet and 3-way
ers Association will have someone
feeders-Economy HardWania and Shoemaker, Hazel Rt. 2.
lp chair which makes a bed, car seat at the Calloway County Agent's oftf
Supply Store.
and chair. All in good condition. fice in Murray, and at Rhode's
FOR SALE--S-room trame house, Can be seun at 502 Elm, or call Store at Cuba, in Graves County,
PIANOS - New Spinets. $485.00. first grade harrlsv-riod floors thrulc to take orders and collect monef
126
with bench. Good used pianos out; full basement and furnace;
for tomato plants. Cost of tomafrom $95.00 up, free delivery - electric hot water heater. Lot
FOR SALE-50 poplar trees. Will to plants this year to members
Fifth
Smith
808
Harry Edwards,
75x160. Located on West Portalat a bargain. See me at my will be $3.50 per thoniatid, aria-To
Mrlap
Street, Paducah, Ky.
St extended. Immediate posses-. place on Highway 98, 4 milea cast new growers. $3.70 per thousand.
SALE-Shell Products, Good- sum. Phone 451-X-J. Private of Hardin-Ray Lee, Hardin, Rt. There will be an additional cost
FOR
1.
ousan on a or ers
ltflrePer
it Barnat
s
yr tires.
M13p
taken after March 15. .Orr Shtell Service Station. 601
OR SALEStarting and finishing FOR SALES-One M&M &actor with
1420c
'Milli Streit;Phone -409:
electric chicken battery. Three tools, and will sell combine; 1938 NOTICE-In accordance with KenPrice reasonable. Phone tractor -in good condition, recently tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
FOR SALE-One of the best 90-acre deck.
lc overhauled. See W. C. Hopkins,.
ridge farms in. Graves County. 308.
lp
- •
Puryear Rt. 1,
Good
Limed and phosphated.
FOR SALE - 51aurner kerosene
09lb:brigs. Quick possession-A. R. stove. Good, condition. 405 North
FOR SALE-1947 model Norge oil
Gream, Mayfield, Ky., Rt. 5. M20p .Fifth St. „7"
lp burning heater, never used. FiveBADY CHICKS-C. 0. D., $8.85 for WE HAVE A LIMITED QUANITY room size. Call for or see C. E.
100. up- David Nichols Hatchery. of AAA canvas In 12-ft. width, Ginger at Munday's Service Stalis
tion. Phone 9118.
M13b
•
Rockmart, Ga. .
with grommets; also a few !Mal.
at
$8'.959x12.
to
rugs.
$5.95
eurn
FOR SALE.-All wool hand cro'Ic
cheted baby sets-sweaters, caps,,/ -Lerman Bros. Inc.
bootees. Price $4.50 per set sat
FOR SALE-Genuine antique walhome. Mary Carr, Murray, Route
nut bedsteqd and chest of draw- ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
2411.39 ers. spinning Wheel, antique drop- and Welding- done:- -All kinds of
INCREASE YOUlt PRQPITS WITH leaf table, bedstead half bedstead machinists and took making-bearTaylor.
-rni-len-- mouth of ings, shafts, cies If you have any
HVLISVS .-APPROVER:' CRICKS.
*Officially Pullorum Passed-Holder Lynn Grtive, Ky.,- on Hazel,. Ky., trouble, see me. All new and
lp modern equipment. Prices reasfour world records- Official re, Route I. •
onable, service whilf you wait.
S
cords over 300 'rim: -Tree Breading Bufletiji. - 100'; live arrival -FOR SALE-44'out-roona house -son Hendon's- Welding.- *t -fikiehinv
Sout1
lot
St..
feet.
14th
50x160
and
owner
Hendon,
Shop, Clyde
postpaid HELM'S IIATCLIEFIY,
W -N10p just off Poplar. Price $2,500. If operator. North 4th St., between
Paducatt. Ky.
- interested, write Lloyd Underhill, Hendon's Service Station and CalM20p loway County Lumber Co.
tf
FOR SALE--One .5-quisiar kero- "Golden Pond, Ky,
sepe stove with built-in oven.
Murnear
KALE-Eight
acres
FOR
'tax
reHOLTON-Income
13.
M.
Kra. -Sam L. Jones. 403 Wakiut. lp
ray College. at a bargain: also.40 ports, Notary Public, etc., etc.
FOR SALE-One pair 3 year old acres well improved rich land, Court House. Phone 616-3.
mules, 14 1-2 hands high. Broke 32 acres tillable, balance timber;
last,sprinte laser ,one battery ras Trim school but -route:-Com at Once. UNWANTED ttAilt REMOVED
Leaving - have a bargain-R.'A. from face, arms, and legs by the
do-A. J. Wilson, Concord High' 4 mfles from Murray. near Jones, owner. Route 1, Murray. modern method of Electrolysis say.
•pproved by physicians. This
lp Ky.
New Hope Church
method as permanent a nd painless. Cyrene Williams, R.N., Phone.
S28
162-W

For Sale

Notices

.*

25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Dona Padgett, deceased,
settlement of accounts was on Feb- ,
ruary 24. 1047, filed by Rose Pads_i_
gett, administratrix, with the will 1 ONE COMFORTABLE BEDROOM
annexed, and that the same has
FOR *ENT. furnace, hot water,
been approved by the Calloway
1 block from town. Call 164.
County Court and ordered'filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to file any exception FOR RENT-One furnished bedthereto )tall do so on or before room at 206 S. 6th St. Phone
March 26, 1947, or be forever barlp
red. Witness my hand this 21st day 461-W.
of February, 1947. By Lester Nanny. County Court Clerk., Calloway
County, Ky. By Gaynelle Williams,
Ml3p
1)-CACT NOW to secure the couiiWi WANTED-Good second-hand kermost profitable small business. One osene stove. Prefer New Perfecman can operate. Write Dept..1W, tion
or long-burner. Phone
.223 E. Douglas St.. Bloomington, 863-W.
lp
MI&
Illinois

For Rent

.

HumL. C
spring swarms.
phreys. Shop located _at the Actin Home, 507 Norti Poplaf St.,
M20c
Paris, Tenn.

Lost and Pound

LOST-One 5 .months old black
Cocker Spaniel puppy. Answers
to name of Smoky. If found call
lc
Diane Elkins at 217-M.

•

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS:

CARD OF -THANKS
We wish to take this method of
expressing our sincere, heartfelt
thanks to our dear friends and
neighbors for their many deeds of
SILENT THOUGHTS
kindness, and also to Bro. BlankenA year ago 4lis lonesome day, oUr ship for his beautiful words of
dear husband and daddy passed comfort. also to Dr. •Hahs and Dr..
away.
Hal Houston. and Dr. Miller of
WANTED-Man for profitable Raw- These silent thoughts are hard to Benton. for their kind attention
during the illness.and passing away
bear,
leigh business in city of Murraa,
of our dear mother..Mrs. Mary Susan
and Trigg County. Products- well- A. mail so kind is very rare.
not too Morris. May God bless you all is , •
known. Real importunity. Write. The hardest deed wag _ _
7
our _prayers.--also- -to- -the--Linn
much;
Rawleigh's. Dept. Kyc. 181-119,
neral Home and the boys that cut
an in a lurch,
Free o
Without the guiding of your .hand; wood, we thatik_you_antl pray that
bless you in your
will
God
WANTEDTo buy fertilizer at- I-I am lost in this tiresome laud.
hour•of need.-We the four chilPerrytachme_u$ to a Farmer's - Friend
Dedicated to
achilren of" *Mrs.
dren - and gril
corn
'A.
From Wife and Children.
..Shoemaker, Hazel, Route 2.
lp
-Composed by Maeola -Jones., Morris.

Wanted

ATTENTION BEEKEEPERS- We
have IN STOCK Standard Beeand
assembled
hives - - new
painted, complete -with frames;
8 and
10 size. Extra supers
frames, tops and bottoms. Get

.
WANTED-Will pay 50c per,-lb. LOST-Jack from car on 16th St.
lp
cash for country hams; weight 15 Finder please call 471-W.
to 35 lbs; well smoked. Bring
LOST-Ladies yellow gold wrist
them to Lee's Service Station at
band; between
M20p watch with black
Hardin, Ky.
10th and 15th Sts, Tuesday. between 4 and 4 30 p.m. Call 798-W. •
lp
Reward.

G•

Services Offered

•

4

Dependable Quality

STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
fast, di pendable Wrecker Service.
Charges reasonable. Day phone
97. Night phone 424-Porter Motory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
Servtce.

USE OUR

STEAM CURED

POST WAR. As moon Iwo available
we will have a complete line of
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas Purdom Hardware, North
5th Street_

LABORATORY TESTED

CONCRETE

CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS and
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Ituie -Flow-er Shop, South 15th St. Phone
479.

BLOCKS

RADIO and APPLIANCE REPAIR
at Ray Maddox Work Shop, 410
N. 5th St. Pick up and delivery.
Mritt
Phone 1186-N1

•

-a.

This

SINGER SEWING MACH* representative of l'aducah will be in
Murray each Thursday at ths
/
.
FIRE.STONE HOME AND A1.37.Q..
SUPPLY STORE. We zre eqiiip- I
ped to repair any make machine.
Free estimates given; all work
guaranteed.. All calls mapc previously will lir taken care of promIf
ptly. For service call 135.
--

WE DE.LIAZER

EU

'CONCRETE PRODUCT

--

But your Red Cross helps keep it cheerful!

Murray Marble & Granite Works,
East Maple Si.. near Depot. Telephone 121. Porter White and L. D.
Outland, Managers.

Phone 324

is my home. No housing problem for me.
'I've got a place to live...for years. This is it;
This wheel chair, supplied-alone with the finest of
medical care, food and pursing-by the U. S. A.
Is all mins,..free, in exchange for services rendered at
some places I'd rather forget.
It could be a lonesome little home-so lonesome-

MONUMENTS

East Highway, Murray, Ky.

•

MEMORIALS
Calloway County monument Company. 'ester A. On, sales maager. Phone IS. West Male Street
Extended.

-FOR ---

11 -

•••

lab

I WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS; and
Kirk A.
ADDING MACHINES
, tf
Pool & Co. Phone 60.

•
The Red Cross, working under direct supervision of Army, Navy, and Veterans
hospital authorities, brings me music, games, books ...
. . writes for me the letters that I can't write myself.
keeRs me in touch with my family and friends back home...
helps me to dream, to hope.

"STANDARD" 20 per cent Protein Laying Mash
v. h,. recently changed l -STANDARli" Lay Mash is getting
One I. d.
90 per cent production from his flock. This feeder saya he -believes Standard Mash
would make a rster lay.- Well it isn't that good but we believe there is NC) better
at any- price.
feed "sold in M
TTe pe-iee is

still

$4.00 per 100

2.•

"
PLEASE: Keep the American Red Cf6is visiting
my home. Give, so that the Red Cross ii III be ibte
to help whenever and whecesier human beings are in
trouble: in veterans hospitals, in sets
camps and bases-at home and oversea-, in disasterStricken communities, in your (web neighborhood.

this week in PRINT RAGS.

Feed prices aft. going to advance some but there is plenty of money yet to be made
livestock. especially AL Hogs.

ii

IS n-11.tVe ALL feed and teed ingredients.'A good pier to trade: Come in and see us.

•

ALL FIELIS and GARDEN SEED
Deliver

CUSTOM GRINDING and MIXING

hi
'
ROSS FEED COMPANY

MURRAY, KY.
"YOu Never Pay More At Ross

.1

N. 3rd St
Telephone 10)

GIVE so your RED CROSS can carry on!

Feed Store"

•

I

•

•
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State'1'ax Expert •
To Aid .MurravanS
File 1947 R et urns

„ a„,,„ed.

tAr-ti.-01

C-AL MOTHER
MtCHAI411

COMMITTEE TO
jecath. MEET APRIL 25
I.
atatel

ben-,and Henderson !torn Aia
15 other field representatives

--.-CfP vt4-

<S.

.

THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY. KENTUCKY

7'.VF EMT-

.
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A

C. L. Smith Honored
$1462 NETTED
87th Birthday
IN POLIO DRIVE On

Happy Birthday.

"A
awc
plaa

„Mrs. Remo Jackson, March 12.
Mrs. Sue Salmon, March 15.
Mrs. Francis McGue:March 15.
Roy Nursworthy, March 26.
MK Eva Nesbitt, March 30.

C'. L. "Uncle Charlie" Smith, well
Claude Miller Gives
in Murray on Fri.
Calloway County.Town
Muriayan. celebrated his
On
known
Statement
Final
iturday., March 21 and
in :der to affaid assistance to- 10. and Sr.
Hall Meeting Will Be si
Here
Of
Dimes
March
birthday on Saturday. March
ahe
87th
at
located
be
will
and22
.34)
required
ore
'who
indiv,duals
Held To Leunch Work
An Ayrshire cow owned by Bill
8. "Uncle Charlie". is elle of the
ate income tax returns. be- Court-House, circuit court
.file
. Claude Miller, chairman of the
a
a
laraiva..
will
services
where
his
the:
that president of Green of Bell county has been
was
and
fare tin Ata.1 157h
founders
annual March of Dimes camplagn.
gallons of milk a day.
4s- in the preparatam 41 Rev. Robert ye' Jarman, preal:
Kc•ntue My Departna at of Flea erne 1,, neap-as
the Murray Wholesale Company giving eight
said yesterday that' the drive :for
dent of the -reaentlY fOrmed Comin the
l
instfumenta
also
.:has araainaad to ha\ e f.1.$ Rage- their warns, .Taxpayers are- urged
was
and
ted
. this year in Chlloway.County had
- r- --trainee ToraCallaaany iCountr'sta
ka -advantage cf this oppo
Sentatives lasaaed i
of the Murray Fa
Mara-Tot:CT Hatrarneeta
ended with 'a -total net collection of organization
of the slate. In ;dln n I. run- tunity to avoid beeorning
Shop.
April.
in
late
here
held
Will pay cash delis;ered
be
$146285.
„Wall
.
ing
penquent and aubjeeted to heavy
41-4, a: e
resenianx
Mrs. Ethel Key, Mrs. Dais CrawFunds were raised in the amounts
April 25 has been tentatively set
.aplicable to late filing.
.a•
and Sat.: March- 14-15
lacxa
F,ri.
Watson of the
Effie
Miss
and
the Fin: k!-rt. Lams\
ford
follows:
K-a: the date fur the meeting. he
030c
Padua:eh office,ton. Ciaan.gtan
Murray Fashiqp Shop honored - Mr. Heavy Hens
andCards
Dime
$214
48;
Sports.
•
ad.
sus-pi
Use our classinal
. ,
15c
- fahodt the ye ar and at ternSmith with is dinneer at Mr. Smith's Leghorns
throu
ColleaCain
s.
$449.23;
miscellaneou
At Itai'a !time attl• interested cit4gat •he husineas
(''•' • home on Friday. On Saturday. Mr. Ro
12c
r,
ters
s
s
g
Ego
tura $98.71: School -Cards .1440.59:
ans. :is well as. Members of the
and
Mrs, Luther Robertson
IP.
Stock yard Collection. MAO; Mur- and
vaar:azation. will - meet to disenas
Baron West gave a
change
ray State College 'faculty, $50.30; Mr. and Mrs.
Without
to
subjett
:is-t1,-n to be taken up
Prices
blems
of
111- his honor at the home
and collection from Murray busi- dinner
notice
s the c4 mmittee.
Robertsons. Mr. and Mrs. Clete
ness firms! 1178.94. A total of $30 the
An exceative 'committee corndinnerat their home
kest price for
id
a
ar
held
mH
Farmer
Highest
was spent for postage, Miller said.
a,aaad of S. V. Foy. county agent:
on Sunday in his honor.
to
his
thanks
expressed
Miller
School
Training
..'arrnoit Graham.
Numerous friends called at Mr.
everyone wha assisted him in putiireeter: and George Hart. mayor,
Smith's home over the week-end
polio.
against
the
drive
on
ting
.- tin submit 4- t., list of paospective
to offer congratulations and prePhone 441
..embers of a 10 member board
13th St.
sent him with gifts_
prior to
.Vh1Ch will be voted on
2 for 27c
he mass tmaaima• Rev. -Jarman
-aid... The -72 piernbers of the; curn7
mho :attended the initial
APPLES, Golaen Delicious, lb.
will cast votea fi;r7- 1-Kre
„Relatives gathered at the home
34c
world via
'brought into thef
i
bull pups were
members by miiuring
six English
Mr. A. L. Bazzell Sunday, March
o
t
x
e
'
aieek or ao...acci
_celebrate Mr. Bazzell's 77th
lanLa. Thrir_ mother:' Sally. was
ti-y---in.-Ai
siregn-riperation-reeesi
Old
House,
l
Maxwel
COFFEE ...azmart__The. result* A.( the vot- unable to feed them -but the pups are thriving on a special formula from birthday which was March S.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
ag will be announced at the April the special gadget rigged up to replace Sall).
-American Ace, FolgersJudge,
meeting 4
Carter and sans, James. JerBoyd
90(
.
.
.
Vacuum Packed, lb. . . . .
ry and Larry, Mr. and Mrs. William
Steps will be taken to obtain
:epresentation on the eQrTlellIttee
Carter and daughter, Barbara Ann.
Paper Bag, lb.
for organizations not yet regreMr.• and Mrs. Jennings Turner and
children, Billy, Loretta and Ed-ented, Rev. Jarman declared. and
LYNN GROVE BEST FLOUR,
!he complete cooperation . of the
win, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Carter
S1.85
limited supply
..s.ainty will be sought as the comand datighter, Betty Jean, -Mr. and
41-s. Lester Keller and daughter,
mittee begins its work.
Sc
NEW CABBAGE,lb.
Kathy, Mr. and Mrs. Robert-. L.
10c
Bazzell. Mr. and Mrs. Terrell HayCARROTS, bun. h
den, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Dixon,
and Dale, Mr,. and Mrs. A. L.
ORANGE and GRAPEFRUIT
Bazziell,
JUICE, 46-oz. can
Mr. Bazzell's son. James, who has
recently
here
announced
was
not been home in 13 years, phoned
PET MILK, Tall can
vet-Savy
OverbeF:
that George.
at noon from Denver', Colo, wishing
eran and Murray attorney, has re. __
Small ran
-• happy birthday-aComman
eived orders from the
"
AAA
"
assume
.rd. Ninth Naval District. to
!tie duties of officer in charge of
$14.00
4 lbs
a _avaaata raiaroiriog station for the
purpoie of' enlisting personnel for
$18.50
the N'avy V-0 reserve program. .
...... $17.00
We Also
Pullets
Girl Scenting ar
• ---L-ta-Orerbey-soi41-remain-oia in-'Troop- traders and ether adults active in
ServiFe
Civil
es
of
United•Stat
The
anniversary year
active status and will swear i • slated for special honors during 1947. the 35th cited for -national
being
Commission• announced this week
the Girl Scout orzanization. They are
:ea:ervists at 104 Gatlin building.
to
citizens,
better
become
girls
that postmaster examinations will
service to youth" and for helping
• "
be held for the position of postbuild a better world.
master at Almo.
„Instructions and full information.
Baptist Church On Sunday, March may be obtained at The Almo
States
One-halt Mile North of Murray on Benton Road
16. This,meeting is ifillitooperation office or from the United
simultaneous -campaign Civil Service Commission. Washwith a
We Have Everything
PHONE 788-J
--Information con- is ant -25.
'Myer sponsopad -bY
may
'preference
veterans
cerning
a
suciation of .Baptists..
these ttvo
Twenty-one churegeg in the As- also be olvtained at
the
of
.
Rev, Qcar Gibson, pastor
sociation are cooperating in this places.
Telephone 336-J
R. E. KELLEY, Owner
Receipt of applications, the cornEighteenth Baptist Church, Louis- simultaneous campaign -Rev. Gibtattle. Ky. Will do the preaching son will speak at the First Baptist magion stated. Will close on April
in a meeting beginning at the First Church. Murray. each night at 7:30 3.
N'
o'clock through Friday night.
The public is invited.

LOOK!

LOOK!

81/V

0111111111 FRDS

Dw

Cas
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11), F
ing D
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uperet
zance,
depart
Mc(
us of

Boggess Produce Co.
So.

A. L. Bazzell's 77th
Birthday Celebrated

LETTUCE,head 15c;

12c

CHICK ORDERS ARE COMING

PRUNE-JUICE. quarL1i,
•

45c

TOILET.PAPER
LARD,.Piirs,Hog,

WE DELIVER DAILY

BOOK YOUR ORDER NOW

FOR APRIL AND MAY DELIVERY

CiVil Service Asks
Applications For
Postmaster At Almo

LETTUCE,
2 large heads

PHONES

-• Cobbler Seed

Yard
Houi
All
Pape
Floo'

For Your Chicks

Swatut's Grocery

•

$12.50

MURRAY HATCHERY

Not everybody in
Galloway county sub- Rev. Oscar Gibson
scribes to The Ledger To Preach At Meet
& Tiines hat nearly Of Baptist Church
everybody reads it.

What's Happy aboiit a Hospital?

Spare Stamp 11 Will
Be Valichited For 10
Pounds On April I

Van

.. 25c

Selected
CARROTS, California,
ic
.
Potatoes peek
15c
2 bunches
Red River Triumphs. peck
65e
'Intuit lOnmon .4ts. quart
CABBAGE, New
4Sc
Gallon
6c
The Office of Temporary ConTexas, lb.
?Sic
pound
Peas.
Alaska
trots antIOUTICed Monday that Spare
34e
phund
Thomas Laston Peas.
GREEN ONIONS,
Stamp N. 11 in OPA family raIth And 211e tion_kooks will become good April
,Package Peas
25c
Texas, 2 b..inches
Mustard and Turnip seed1 for 10 pounds of sugar,
bulk and packets.
FRESH TURNIPS,
Validation of the 10-piound -stamp
25c
Frost Proof Cabbage and
2 bunches
will mark OPA's changeover ImamLettuce Plants.
the 5-peund, ration procedure for
IDAHO POTATOES,
Flom er and 4).e/triable Seeds
The. current
users.
household
55c
15c stamp. No 53, good for-five pounds
Vanes RA:tapas. pound
10-lb. bag
Sc I will expire March 31.
Sit pet Teas Onions. pound
ORANGES, Florida,
wall be good 1.
Caisforina And Florida Oranges,
No It
Stamp
.. 55c
30c up through September 30 Ind OPA
8-lb. bag
dozen
15.- and 19c said a second, stamp good for JO
Vanilla Cnokies. pkg.
tallasno. the food energy sugar
pounda will be validated July 1
FRYERS,FULL DRESSED,lb. . .
14r providing sugar imports meet exsubstitute. 141.. pkg.
30c pectations.
Great si,orthern Beans. 2 it.,
$3.50
25 pounds"'
PORK CHOPS,CENTER CUTS, lb.
Crittenden.
15c _ Poultrymen
from
'Can ( urn
Henderson, Webster and Union
Pride of Ill. ['ern. yelloa
, lb.
, VEAL STEAK, U. S. CHOICE GRADE
26c counties have formed a poultry-egg
-or a hot, 'Sc cooper itiaa
Can P.a.
20c
PORK SAUSAGE,100 per cent Pure Pork, our
Argo sugar Peas. can
10c. I2c and .16c
iii 11,1,71111‘
afire, fresh shipment of _

e UY

AT OUR STORE,
POUGECLEANING TIME,
TI-4E FOES OF DIRT
AND DUST AND GRIME /

• -a

•

•

ZSLI7EW7fl2Z2ZIZIZM

Over-bey Ordered
Navy Reserve P t
It

14aiidk
A GOOD LINE OF MEATS

RICKMAN'S GROCERY

We Are Sold Out For March
Delivery

27

25c
14c
. 7c
10c
$1.52

FOR A BETTER WORLD

Frankly. not...Much.
;...ot for a vet,eran- who cols home to lie liing.monthsinpain.'.
1Cot even during those up-and-about weeks that seem like a
tedious lifetime.
- lea. •
though. Things your Red Cross does.
Some thing, r,
Recreation, hobby fun. work with the hands-those help.
Advice on family problems and anxietie's-that helps.
Assistance with claims for government benefits, pension adjustments,
job guidance.-bmily aid-that helps.
The American Red Cross does-it-with your help.
Give-give all you can.
sib

GIVE

so your

$1.19
pounds
Pilnrim Pure Rio Coffee-. *Lk a. 25r
santos Peaherrs- hulk Coffee,
35c
fresh ground. lb
Chase A sanhorn ( offer.
in tin or glass. 1 .1h.
SLIM
2-pound jar ..
$1.55
lbs.-rood Flour
25 .
SI 95
2gt Ilat. OW Special Flour
. $LEW
1 25 lbs. Exclusive Flour2Se
.F:vaporated Peas-he's. lb.
. 33c
xtra I,snrs Peach,'.' lb.
46-oz. can Orange or Grapefruit
. 25c
Juice
3.5c
Weittas Grape Juice. pint
.. 65c
quart
5c
White Grapefruit
7 1-2c
Ping Grapefruit
36c
IBA, k Pepper. imitation. lb
$1.20
Pure. lb.
54c
Liquid smoke. pint
55c
quart
Some •A• burn sulphur as sou
smoke meat - no skippers
as ill bother. packages 5, and 10c
Starting and If:rowing Mash10 and 15 pounds.
Gaines hog Foodm.
5. 10 and a..5 pouialf:
3.5c
Tall ( hum Silmon
45c
Tall Pink Salmon
- MEATS Men
Lard. Pure. 4-1h cations

REV -CROSS can carry on!

•oraributed hy tho- Ledger & Times
•

FIES TA WELCOME

--z.---FtyPinsowlee
ax.;...t_12#-_

69c
60c
68c
make, lb.

45c

'etiCe&BitC0Ft, litte- T.-a .":"7”*. .:..- '....:.:-....ses•••••• 1 ••-,--6921.

2 can
Fresh Black Eye Peas, No. 2 can

-Hominy, VarrCarnp, No.

10c

23c

. S1.59
-Cigarettes, all popular brands, carton

L
,

Marshrnallows,-107oz. pkg. .

25c

ibA
,
Coffee, Happy Host,ground to order, 3 lbs S1

Swift's Siiveir Leaf Bland Lard, 3 lbs.
s Pure Lard, 4-1b. carton
'
Krey

Pure Black Pepper,lb. . .

... . . .

Ivory Soap, large bar, 19c; medium

S 1.39 40111

k

S1.59 ,..bp.•.,‘ .,
S1.00
12c

,

SWEET PICKLES, Whole Gerkins, 16-oz.

jar

- TOILET TISSLJE, Scott Tissue, 1,000-sheet roll

39c
15c

Woodbiiry, Sweetheart 12c
36c
Oxydol, Duz,Vinso, Super Suds, large box
PAYING CASH FOR EGGS

Toilet Soap,Lux,Lifebuoy, Camay,

.11

Extending • welcome to New
Orleans Spring Fiesta visitors Is
Miss Marie Clare de la Vergne.
k-pound cartons_
who poses at the iron grill late.
White salt Joists
way to thie N•w Orleans' Opera
smoked lout's.
House Guild, known in former
%triflers. small
day. as Brulatour court. Like other
Kliced.. I.A‘er Bacon
member, of the fiesta cast, Miss
lie box.. Cheraie
'de la Vergne we•rs an •ritelsellum
elf nit• W•rns. Smoked ( Mime. • - style creation done in cotton. Th.
1947 Spring nest* opens on April
hers... Pork. Ve-:;a:
f ottage
13.idreseuedi
roultry
and

I

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

•

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130
Rudolph Thurman, Owner
as.

•••

•
•

-1111

44#

s

S.

17

SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES
to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County --bA
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

"A letter from home"

THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1947

10.

.#

David H., McConnell Will Open Tomorrow
Cast In Operetta
The Mary Russell Shop,

Bill
been
day.

'

ed
-Is

4,30c
15c
1 2c
36c
it he ut

s,
David H. McConnell, son of
D. F. McConnell, who is attending Davidson College at Davidson,
N. C.. appeared in the presentation of the Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta, "The Pirates of Penzance," presented by the music
department of that .school.
McConnell was cast in the chorus of pirates.

in clothing for children, will
open at 505 West Main street tomorrow. The shop, devoted exclusively to children's wear, will
hold' its Pre-E:ister opening this
Friday an 3.itur4ay.
Salesladies for the new 'business
are Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield,
Mrs. Frank Lancaster and Mrs.
Mary Russei

for

—0.
441,

years young. will be remembered
by some of the older people -as
Miss Mettle Waters, who taught
school at Smotherman and Guntees Flat some 65 years ago.
much better.
It is requested that people write
The land sold last Thursday .by Hazel with illness, is
Mrs. Edgar Nesbit • is reported their representatives and congressthe John Milstead heirs was par'Folks, this is another. week ?Or ;Mrs. Martha Tabers were Sunday
chased by Adolphus Myers, one of as doing nicely Nom an opera- man urgiqg them to use their
poyer in the passage of laws reme and I am glad to say hello to dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
the owners of the Hazel dry clean- tion.
1.
May all these suffering ones moving_ liquor and other, vices
ing establishment, also a nepheweverybody again. I want to thank W..Johnsoo ut.Kirksey, Route
Jotm Enoch of Lynn Grove is
_
from. our military camps tbefore
have a' speedy improvement.
each and evryone for handing in
irt-law of the deceased.
Attie
afternoon the passage of any bill drafting
We met Saturday
news items to me each Monday. I visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Lucian Gupton was able to
street.
Milihope everyone is errioying these Miles, at 502 Maple
return home Sunday ond Mrs. with Kentucky Belle. She is one teen age boys for compulsory
Mrs. G. D. Blalock, 1301 Olive
cold days in March. I like it fine
last Tuesday: each of our sister correspondents whose tary. training. Bro.- A. J, Childers
Paschall
Ellis
Carbonsuch a
with the March flowers blooming street. left, Thursday for
having spent several days in the letters we enjoy so .well. ,During presented Pleasant Grove
of
the 17 years- I have been corres- petition 'to send to Representaand the grass beginning to take dale. Ill_ to spend a couple
Clinic.
Pleasant tive Noble Gregory and Sen. Alben
South
from
on a green color. However it May weeks with her sister. .
Bert Moore, who has been in pondent
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Polly and
be snowing and sleeting by the
months and who Grove, I have never had the 'pleas- Barkley. A hearty response was
several
health
ill
, Mrs. Price were Sunday visitors of
Why not
time you read this.
for the past 10 days has been a ure of, meeting all the Ledger and given in signatures.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wrather
others du likewise? According to
patient in the Clinic, was reported Times correspondents.
Ole Maid, its time for you to
near Almo"
Mrs. Ila Rudd Futrell of near statistics there are 412,000 taverns
Monday- as improving. The faminiswer my letter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Polly and
stores opeily is grateful for visits, get well Almo Called Sunday to see Mrs. and over 760.000 liquor
I would like to know what has little daughter, Shelia, spept Sunhus- rating today.
cards and other kindnesses shown Bert Mcx;re, who is at her
become of old Rain Crow and day at Paris. Tenn., with Mrs.
Mrs. Tutrell's
in this vicinity and also by their band's bedside.
Sweet Pea? It seems like they Polly's grandmother.
•
father, Bro. Rudd, a few decades
"
other localities.
of
friends
have lost out with their writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sykes of CotMrs. C. R. Paschall continues to ago was pastor of Hazel Charge.
I miss them very much, as well as tage 'Grove, Tenn.. were Sunday
A
improve from an attack of pneu- He and his good wife have passed
several other of the correspond- guests of Mrs. Attie Miles of Maple
N
to their reward. •
-monia.
ent.
streei..
writer is spending the--week
Harel
Neely...the.
Stella
Netson
Mrs
A.
A.
Kentucky Belle received a call
Mrs. Alhe Miles returned home
respondent for the Ledger and with Mrs. Mettle Liggon. 304--North
.4""`wafteills....100/
•
Wednesday from Evansville, Ind., Thursda .aft
A. A. Pont) Nelson, prominent Times, was a patient at the Mason Sixth street. Murray. while her
The Emmett Blevens CO.
that said
ays with her niece, Mrs. Arthur
mt.
sister; Miss Alice Waters, is at- D
Arne,,d S Ost,r,-,d.": '• et , Benton, has filed hospital last week.
_ young .druggist of
ill with flu and her daughter had TWICE.. of I.,ynn grove._
....Mena•Mcroey—Et,eAlehed 1910
Mrs. Nancy Petty, who was con- tending a Missionary meeting at
mitetrtatton' for
Demizieritie
fortfieBrook St - Louesedle.2.Ky.
SO
0
54
•
of
'
daughter
little
taken the flu.
Louise Samuel,
Mrs. Liggon. *ho is 89
home In
the State Railroad Commission for fined to her room at her
Mrs. Pauline Freeland and Mrs. Mr. 'and Mrs. Bud Samuel, North
the
in
District
Railroad
First
the
from
'absent
Vernon Vaughn of near Mace- Thirteenth street. is
August primary election.
donia attended the show at Mur- school because of illness.
A candidate for the commission
We were indeed sorry to learn of
ray Sunday night.
as
Mr. and Mrs. Conard Hutson and the death of Mrs. Mary Ann Bur- post in 1943, Nelson carried
quitify.•
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden were keen and Mr. Burnett Scott. My many counties as.-his two opponents
Professional service and merchandise of unquestioned
deepest sympathy goes to the combined, but was defeated by -a
in Murray Monday.
the needs of every family'
upon
e
attendanc
personal
Helpful
small number of votes. He carMr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and families.
we serve.
the 42 counties in
Miss Lucille Washburn of Orlan- ried 21 out of the,
Dale were Saturday night bed
provide
The superior facilities of our modern funeral home
time callers of Mr. and Mrs. Ray do, Fla., is 'visiting her parents, the First Railroad
Nelson. who has been Chairman
Thurman and Dannie. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs.. George Washburn.
every possible comfort"...
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Peeler were of the First District Young DemoLois Thurman.
range meets the needs of all who call us.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Garrison visitors of Mrs. Katherine Lewis crat Clubs for the past six years.
ip in the ASSOCIATED FUNERAL DIRECT-"
membersh
Our
and children and Mrs. Ovie Out- and son Saturcray morning.
plans a "very- active campaign and
vvherever death may occur in
OR SERVICE qualifies us to serve .
land were Sunday dinner-guests. _Juanita Peeler is -visiting in the hopes to meet as many voters as
of Mr. and Mrs.. Ray Thurman home of Mrs. Katherine Lewis.
possible before . electfon time:
the country. Protective, knowp-in-advance charges.
Miss Rebigrca Clark of . Mow a
and Danny. and Mrs.-Lots' Ttnrr=
Horn in Benton 41?' yeart—fign,
Tender care and personal attention in every case.
man. Sunday night guests were niece of Kentucky Belle, and Mr. after graduation from Benton High
LADY ASSISTANT
Wednesleft
Carr,
and
Eddie
Mrs.
Outland
and
Milburn
Mrs.
and
Mr.
School. in 1924. he attended the
day for Detroit where they are to University of Kentucky., He ia
children.
J. C.- Maupin, who has been, very make their home. .
,Shriner, Methodist, former PresiMr. and Mrs. Linn- -Valentine deaThf the Benton Progress Club,
ill in a local hospital for some time,
Vanto
Almo
from
moved Monday
was able to go home Saturday.
and is a charter member of the
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
•
Robert Martin. Harold Lewis arid clea ve.
Benton Rotary Club. Before enterMEMBER OF
ing the drug business in 1932, he
was connected with the !stational
Phone 98
Cash Register Company.
Ambulance
L
and Elm
Fifth
RA
UNB
He is married and is the father
CTORII
RI
Service
Murray. Ky.
of three young daughters. Mrs.
-s•oor
Nelson was Grace Lovett, daughter
By Ted Kesting
SERVING 'NATION-WIDE
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Lovett, of
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South Pleasant Grove
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•LEGS, ARMS!
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Providing Every ,Known Benefit . .

•

FREE!

our_prive

GARDEN BOOK
and
ZINNIA. SEEDS
Yard

;0

Cleaner

Brooms

-

and Polish

House Brooms

Simoniz

All Housecleaning Needs

Chamois a

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

Paper Cleaner

Firestone Auto Wax

Floor Waxes

Seat Covers

PRESTO COOKERS and

ROASTERS

Dress Up Your Home and Auto

Renton. Kv.

'Firestone
Home & Auto Supplies
Phone

Van Barnett

135

L.

E. Kerley

t1.1% e thought
of fish as family folks, never paused' to wonder where little fish
come from. Their nesting habits
are truly more interesting than
those of the birds, particularly because of the water medium. with

&ea, our At7her
wax/ AtAXED POWER?
FORD ENGINES "LOAF"
\

WHILE FORD CARS

9c
Dc

ENGINE LIFE ...

Sc
Sc
--

Sr

"HUiTLE"...TO PROLONG

SAVE GAS AND OIL, TOO!
•
,"li.elaxed Power" . . . easygoing power
. that's what you get when you pick
sriteezik Fort per'r._ 74nte
--,
Ford-cars "hustle.' They make fewer
engine turns per turn of the wheels than
any-other car us their clams. As much as
four million fewer engine revolutions in
every 10,(W)miles of travel! You don't

have to be an engineer to know that
"Relaxed Power" saves gas and oil ...

r_edlicquts* ,.10W

. . . makes travel fun. No other ciir in
the low -price field- can give you that
extra measure of "Relaxed Power." It's
another reason why you'll be "out
front" in a Ford!

AND ONLY FORD GIVES YOU THIS POWER-CHOICE ..;
THE FAMOUS FORD V-8. . . THE SPIRITED FORD SIX!
Pick ,Ford for another "Out Front"
advantage!' Take your pick of power,
the Ford V 8 or the Ford Sixt Only Ford
gives you this choice. And whichever
Ford engine you choose, you'll get
typical Ford performance, ttue Ford
reliability and thrift! You'll get balanced
. new lightweight 4-ring
carburetion
pistons ... full pressure oiling system
... a lot of big Ford features Find out
what Ford's power -choice
means to you. See us soon.

9c
Sc
2c
6c
There

•
•

its swill cui I outs, in which the r
work must be accomilh%hed. Byion
W. Dalrymple. noted author. has
spent a great deal of time observing fish arid their spawning habits.
Most infant fishes emerge with
the yolk sac attached to their
bodies. They are too tiny to take
solid food. They remain in the
nest, slowly absorb sustenance
from the ynlk sac, until they are
strong enough to hunt food. In
most species, growth is rapid. This
fact, ill the CaSC of the bass, pleases
papa. He sometimes lets his hunger get the best of him, after his
youngsters leave the nest—and
gobbles them up! Worse yet, the
kids may ape his ways, vainly attempting to swallow each other!
Not all fishes build nests, Some.
like the suckers, are slothful, merely scattering their ems' over the
stream bottom. Pike are violent
love makers. but poor home bodies.
'They simply deposit their eggs in
weddy shallows, and leave them.
For pure ardor. perch put the
leering pike to shame. In spring
you may see a gaudy-colored female. healiy with roe. swimming
into the shallows to spawn, followed by perhaps a hundred males.
They_battle each other, splashing.
roiling the water. each eager to become head man. At this time they
You may wade
seem fearless.
right in among them without putting them to flight
Aikerigrkksddie
tno nest, does consider the comfort
of her offspring.. Often she chooses
the west shore of the lake fovh egg
laying, thus insuring maximum
warmth from the sun. Her eggs
are laid in a long, thick strand.
which unfolds into a ribbon-like
mass,- The eggs absorb water
The egg
quickly, arid harden.
strand of this amazingly prolific
panfish ,may be as much as seven
feet long, four, inches wide, and
weigh -- with absorbed water—
malls more than the perch which
deposited it!
The trouts and salmons swim upstream to spawn. in order to find
places of -.- greatest safety for the
young; Some species travel..hundreds of miles, overeunkja aweWe maY learn
some obstacles.
much of the need for conservation
by understanding the family lives
of our fishes. The beautiful little
brook trout. for example, cannot,
due to its habits and our fishing
pressures, sustain itself nowadays
without out assistance through artificial propagation.
Of -all fishes, perhaps the very
best family folks ,are thoste-Vou
would least suspect---Th17-TOW1Y:
comic, catfishes. Papa bullhead
and his spouse prepare the nest
together. '

- ••••• • '‘..';'•11
•••
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Billington-Jones Motor Co., Inc.
211

Telephone 170

Main Street

17 % FREIGHT RATE INCREASE
INCREASE IN
FREIGHT RATES

, 557O INCREASED COSTS
INCREASE IN WAGES
BILLION 565 MILLION

NEW PAYROLL TAXES
190 MILLION

INCREASE IN
MATERIALS COSTS
'683 MILLION

12 BILLION 338 MILLION

Why freight rates are going up
today, few have been so little and so
late as that in the price of railroad,

Since 1939, railroad employes have
had three general pay raises totaling
52 5/10%," and the prices of fuel, ma-

transportation.

terials and supplies have risen 61A/irs

How important are healthy railroads to a kosperous country?

But when the war ended in 1945,
the railroads were still hauling freight
*at rates no higher, afid in some CAWS

loiter, than

Only when the railroads are financially healthy can they provide the
new equipment, improved road beds,

when the war began.

and better terminal facilities needed
for still better service to you.

Without increased revenues, railroads
could not meet these costs and also
provide improvements in equipment
and facilities—improvements that are
essential for the low-cost freight and
passenger services which are necessary

-

living
tQ America's high standard of
Under these circumstances-'and al
most a year after the last major wage
increase — the Interstate Commerce
Commission recently approved an
average increase in freight rates of

COLD MISERIES

17 Wiri%.

‘v Tin rr-sast•ows*
'•.
PIKPAIIATIOIS
at
Os. Ow.

985 MILLION

ii

NOP/ ro CET 01/10(
RELIEF FROM PAINFUL
Cfr 666.It(),WI
•uerer

•••

Of all the price increases in America

Ce.1011>

The defense of the nation depends
upon the coetinuance of the efficient
transportation which served the nation so well in the last war.
Theorailroada are among thelligeat
-mployers of labor. They buy over

SOUTHEASTERN

100,000 different pioducts. They pay
big taxes—taxes which are spent not
only for public schools, public health,
and police and fire protection, but
(ten for highways, airways airports
and inland waterways.
Railroads are America's lifeline—
keeping goods flowing among the 48
states day and night in all weather.
They can continue to do this only if
there is a reasonable balance between
income and outgo. Like yourself, the
railroads must iiitak‘ ends meet!.
A

We are publishing this and other advertisements to talk with you at first
hand about matters which are important to everybody...

RAILROADS
a
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•
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Letters To Editor

I

CAPITOL COMMENTS

Better Farming

I12th annual Kentucky ton- fr
litter show and sale. to be held at
the
Bourbon .Stock r• Yards In!
Louisville in September. will award i
$440 in cash prizes in cliasses -tor i
farmers and. 4-H club members.'
Owner ,-f the first-prize litter,willir
receive a $50 wee bonsi. end $25 to,
$5 will eo to ownsas of 14 other
litters.' , There :.fso will be eight
rant.., for barrowe"and.gilta. •
"-

'1'WIRC'raTtor:
Barkley. Both
Perhaps you have. wondered 'why who' have helped
The Easter criewaign for money
air the Society. fpr Crippled Chil- there is so ' much interest in the wouid like for him to help them
If he helps one
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
aren 'starts March 15 and eon- Governors- race to be decided this in the. primary.
one will be against him
other'
the
.MA1PAGER
, ,JAMES C. WILLIAllt GENERAL
threugh Ea.stela;April 6.
Confall: pondered over why a
.
_ __a
aeat.I have headed this drive for many gressman, •strung. in his district and in his next campaign; if he stays
Publithed Every Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth St., Murray. lqp.
years- -a-- •in fact ever m.rate the so- seemingly assured of many re- out of the primary, both would reat the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky; for Transmission as
aety was formed.. I have
elections to congress, would want sent itSecond Class Matter.
A weekly feature prepared by members of The Calloway County
There has been some talk that
:hat the chairmanship .be t
to run for or be elected Governor.
Farm Leaders organization and dedicated to better farming
• ver to soh-let:me new in the. work. why another Congressman just Barkley may not be a candidate for
- • Subscription. Rates:--In CallowAy and Adjoining -Counties,
howeveia I *as appointed end will elected and starting on a political his seat in the Senate in 1950, if
.• $2.00 a Year. In Kwatuekaa $2.50: Elsewhere, $3.00.
riot'desert the crippled.
'•
career, might be interested in run- this is true his seat would be open
Tobacco Plant Bed Management
Some things need doing worse ning. Here are the reasons.
and the present Governor would
than , some _think. The national
Governor of Kentucky con- have an inside track. Knowing
The
By. S. V. Foy, county agent
cempaign just closed" raised more trols or can control a large and Senator Barkley as I .cio I believe
than $1400 monthly
because powerful political machine that that such talk is wishful thinking,
Plenty .of healthy, vigorous :lock- planti.azus4 he re,aay
friartY-da
tinderstadd that their properly organized and
wielded it is true he is 60, but he is more
THE KENTUCKY PRESS'ASSOCIATION
for transplanting early if high quality_ tobaccoisto be pro- activities are limited to crippled can contrdol the election in any dis- active at 89 than the average perAUDIT BUREAU 00CIRCULATIONS
Fey
S.
_ _duced.. Enough plant bedrlietta should be prepared to Pro- childrenfromoilrolio which is about trict almost...in any county. Through son of 50 and a Much better orator.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
one-fobith of children crippled astute use of his appointive power I believe that whoever gets the
\ ide enough plants for the entire crop at the first and secREQUIREMENTS
TENTATIVE
or Public Voice items which in our ()Wien is not for the best interest
froth all ,enuses. The Kentucky 'So- and job dispensing privileges a seat must beat Barkley to-Lit, and
FOR PRODUCING CERTIFIED
if our readers.
ondindling. The first plants -pulled are generally : free ciety treats children crippled from Governor may have a machine that with a .Democrat as GovernorafavK. 31 FESCUE
from mosaic, but at each later pulling the plants'
are likely any cause and holds semi-annual' can overpower all opposition and orable to Barkley it would be alclinics at Paducah for observation reach down even to the precincts most impossible to do. With a ReBroadcast From Russia
1 ELIGIBILITY AND SOURCES to carry more mosaic, which of course cauSes More'disof -crippled children. This is more in most counties. Thus with a Re- pubtican President and a RepubliOF SEED: The variety KT. 91 ease in the field. Healty, vigorous plants are a real help.
For more than a year we have been wondering, and fescue is eligible for certification, in getting a good „stand, and enduring adverse Weather than twice the number that the na- publican Governor in power, work- can Governor, a candidate like
tional participates in.
ing with the cooperation _of a Re- Cooper or Morton or Mead* might
speculating. on what is going on in Russia.
field is eligble for certification conditions at setting time. o
.
,
We do not think it profitable fol- publican President, only one dis- do it.
if
crown
trona
seed
approved
-by
The fact we know so little of whet is -taking' place_ has
- Assuming, at this time of seaSon, that phrhs have al- lowing the other campaign fo put trict could be called safe for the
Black is black and white is white
The Kentucky Agricultural Exled to all- SZrts'of suspicions, and folks who know little, or
rtady been made as to -the amount of
plant-bed'
-- -ttren on-an extensive campaign. but Will Democrats and that I's the First and the law is written and that is
periment Station or from- tuunda•
•ats
-inultilitg-,-atertrie4t4eeenealt.
needed, the location of site, the method .of sterilizing _arui -,denend. "moil voluntary cuntribu- District,. It is also true that a Dern- the 'law. Sounds simple, doesn't
alma.. -of
• Ho 'a
S 141
s. ,icrat as Zta-Vern ----afiel- ii--'Minocrat irrrInft there-intto peace.
is air
e WI
ISeUszi C
aernficatioa tag from the bag of terti
Which have always supported us as a President, only one district in black and white and many interagement
-from
be
aftef
the
broadcgats
other
proof
must
seed
are
sown.
seed,
sown
or
Namely.
"Diseases."
radio
For that. reason uncensored.
••
.
.
.
of the law. This is _the.
with purchases of seals, which will the State has e sate Republican maApplieatton In prne
..conference aluaeheelataa ilic,.,
Moseem- during the Big Four foreign Ministers.
First-c--tet
disetessAlltte- Altrid;-a -ifimase which de,
. be placed in their hands one we.elc jority
and that is the Ninth. But reason the Nation awaited the Su11.1P.1111. latereet ancITTinPortatic e.
stroyed plant beds -over the entire county last yew; and a before Easter.
a/;111Fthe importantafactozato be consider- preme Court's decision on the con2. APPLICATION AND INSPECyear.
• American and British raxito c.omtnentators have prom- TION FEES: An official - applica- disease which we should prepare for again, this
Miss_ Katie Martin is treasurer ed is that the Governor of the tempt conviction of John L. Lewis
•
' ised to limit theittbrokdcasts tb activities of the conference tion with Check for inspection fees While the severity of tobacco blue mold -varies from--v-ear and keeps a perfect record and is- State can and has controlled his and his United Mine Workers
. itself. aecVe kielieve thewilltve up to this promise.
'and membership ,tses, if unpaid-) to year. it- maybe expected to appeal; to some extent every sues reccepts for all money. She party primary and in all probability Union. In a seven to ftliM decision
be. filled out, signed. and season. Even though the disease may not be noticeable in will be found at Turner's store at will continue to do it. This is not handed down last week they up:They will be able to let the world_ know a great deal. should
•
only good politics but good busi- held the lower court's action but
'mailed to the aecretary of the Ken- plant beds every year. the-germs - are present in old beds all ernes. •
rebrZi'of What•iegoing on behind the iron curtain however,'
On February'
the Society's ex- ness. A Governor is or should be reduced the Union fine from three
tucky Seed Improvement Associa- and are ready to start an outbreak if weather. is favorable.
tharfttv.discussion of the ministers' conference.
ecutive committee and a committee proud of his record and the policies and one half millian to seven huntion at Lexington. --Ky.. not titer But What we want to know now is-how to prevent
the out- appointed
Tha ,i.yy tone"they assume will indicate whether.they
pp
by the Lions Clubs in he has inaugurated, the program he dred thousand dollars, the reduction
than April 1. in order to insure In'nd-er duress, their description of their iur- spection. The inspection fees for break in 1947. 'The most effective fungicide to 'use for Kentucky met inl Louisville to con- has started. Natufally he is inter- to apply only if the Union compiles
are
will te11 --tite- a 1aa ---.21 -Teit13.6 seed are $10.00 for Blue Mold is FERMATE. Extensive tests of ."Fermate" sidea proraosa co
-pet10econcerning
rntihneg o ested iq seeing that they are Con- with the lower court's "no srtike"
--roundings.And their imprei:sions (If
participation
know..
Lions tinued and as according to Kentuc- order. This may be the beginning .
tti
20 acres, or an part thereof, plus fungicide by experiment stittions and tobacco growers
want
we
what
great dearot
sham- that it is an outstanding protective fungicide for con-, Clubs in the work for crippled chit- ky law a Governor ,may not succeed of a trend toward a more consertint ensored prnieritftil, 25e- -fee-eatet-eere over
.It is • irriti•essrhic
dren.
himself, why shouldn't he do all in vative court. You may remember
3 RESTRICTION-ON NUMBER trolling •Blue
•
on eartb without discloeing something of
wort.: -any- ila
Nlenthers of the Kentucky Linda his power to name his successor? that many of the Acts and Laws
OF VARIETIES: Uniera; -perinne
Fermate
,betW-the-ConterPntri‘
May
and
be
applied
iitrnospiEiTe
,,r•the
place
Spray'or
as
a
dust,
but
- the
Ctubs are particularly interested in In Congressional races he is also applying to Union rights. closed
Siert IS.glVet1 by; the Kentucky Seed
uotin
Russell Hunt) "the_ liquid spray is more ef11\44 Ai! ,
-,1:••••k.,t we will know whether the little Man it
- and-others-were uppr
it pee-gram to proside-eare-foradril- vate-ity- interested. A Congressman
Wbether be--- 4-nia.erable. whether the strain may he grown fair seed pro- fective."
.
M11:**11Wis ha;';'Y
under Roosevelt and the liberal
dren
suffering
who
is
uncooperative
may
•hurt
his
from
palsy.
revises!
_
masees are well ltd. or whether they are starving. And, duztion un a farm. For spraying, two__and.one.hL;lf lo..-threo-pounels--of it is. their desire to eraike-ons phase legislative program in Washington Supreme-Court. he- advocated and •.
like trr
TIM -TermaTe is enough to treat 100 square yards for-the season, or the %%ark the main yeas around and sabotage his machine here in was finally able tiesecure.
4.
v.enkf
ueig
ee
r
inspection will be made after head- When the plants are -small,-two and. one-hislf to,three gal- objective of their clubs, but to co- the State. These things are in the 1_,i3L
uaiswvrie
nn
ecejeur
ile
eatc
he
orulr
at
y. form
theg.hate us.
i'Otrintinists have dune many things (luring the ing_ but before •haivesting. If the lon of spray for each application is sufficietit to cover 100 ordinate their efforts with .the So- back of the interest in this yeae'S
is harvested .before inspection
,election - control of the State pia- and a member -'4 the Jeffelson' Far planta about rnak to set„ ilsityar afferta.
last vet we. don't;like. Wte.kvould like to. know more field
square yards 'nf plant hod
aufeeMaticarlealSecomee
The foregoing statement of Lion thine - be-Cause the candidates for ,County Democratic - Executive Curiath.'j.hj then' -and what.they actultily intend'te ii-made. itfor certification.
seven or eight galions otrairay may be needed.
ineligible
"Club support for certain purposes Governor this year are looking to matte.. announced as a Candidate
do -Sr the way of expansion. and aggression. It may be
The spray is prepared by mixing the fermate pow- is here inserted.
5 FIELD STANDARDS:
1950 and the Senate race where they for Lieutenant Governor 'in the
they.eire so ot)seaseti With fear that they ate trying to gobrit,*-- Unit of Certification: The ders in water at the rate of three level tablespootis to each
•
believe they can either name or be Democratic primary. He had alT. 0. •curner
bit' fip most of. Europe to prevent- a so-called "western field shall be cansidered • the unit gallon of water. Only enough material for one applicathe candidate, much hinges on the ready announced. his support of
Chairman.
Germany
for certification and a field- rhey tion
bloc- friim again threatening their .exil4rente as
party primaries and the election in Earle C. Clements as a candidate
Calloway County.
should be made up at each spraying. Add the fermate
net be divided for the-purpoae of
November. Senator Barkley -up- for Governor - - - Attorney Gen-4
did in the reeent
powder to a quart fruit jar, fill it 'half Tu11144 water, and
Mrs. Hugh Si'-is, Grayson county pears to be on a political spot and eral Dummit gained much strength
Understandieg is the best method of combatting fear. certification. A trip of ground
shake
until
thoroughly
mixed.
"Pour___it
frnto-the
proper
atairast -the - width of a drill or
hameineker.. canned 400 quarts of in all probability will not take an in the jockeying for the Governors
yet itis not hard to see that the iron curtain may 'have
l -which ee -either -ntowiida amount of water and k4'stirred while.a,PraYing- A three lictirelrictna-crusets ottaw ror
seed** .atici
active part in- the primary. • Harry .rtpiairt inatileaBepebliCan _primary
1-be.aateeat..V.1.14144:÷e--444eAiv-ealtrieSierl.ther-thatt
.
fallif
uacropped- or .O6nted to some crop gallon compred- air sprefej
satCtory -TtiFlf- .elf and neighb&s.
Lee Waterfield is from his home last week when Frank Rnpke of
behina which preparations,.fonseinother war are taking rner than''the kind in question
nozzle
one
to
two
feet
hed4.„__JitrajileAilw
above the
district and was carnktaign manager Lotliaville and -Clem F. Kelly eof plaee.- •
caristitute a field boundary- plants and move it back and forth until black spray drupThe Louisa Business Men's As- fin- Roosevelt and the Senator Lexington, legal advisor to Highe.
,
--;t=eThere are .some mighty ;mart peoPle who cgnsider for the purposeof these stehdards. let$ appear on all leaves.
sociation awarded $66 in prizes to Earl Clements is a member of. the w
Commissioner Stephen Wat,
Rusbelieve
„
The
Requirements:
-hard
to
.13i. Land
them -t-l. cm unsenatives and find it
Lawrence county corn drtiy-Nvici- litentocky Deleghtion in 'Congress
announced their Support tor
Lead
arsenate,
calcium'
arseni
ate
Of
cryolfte
may
he
a
produced
sia warts another war, now or in the future. If they are field shall not have
and
friend of teiwoc,11.11 politician
added
to
the
Fermate
spray
for
,
controlling
flea
beet!
fewee
or
strain of
right the soon-er we find it out the better we can cope with Cel:. of another
ryegr.ass within' two vets of using four level tablesbOons.to eaeh ,gallona. Remove t;
XIII•ogang
2111111111MMINIMMENNIPE
internatiinal.problems. because every way we .turn we
the time'of sewing the crap to be canvas while spraying.
comtr-face ti• tat.' with the RuSsian enigma.
During one of the incertified
Fermate may also be applied in the dyy powdered
U then: \'. it. a tire when confidence among nations terim yeera the field shell have
form, using ''() pounds
per 1u0 squar
a
now. And it is likewise important to de- laeen in a cultivated crop. ._
..ecd,-.1 it
.
, of 14 per cent. dust
Th,. pe,„ena yards in a season. Fermate dust ready-to-tit-0 will
.c i
i,oi„t„r!i,.‘‘ hether democracy and communism
'and
Dust may ` beldoe , a
111 the -am' world. We can decide that only by -mutt be at lease. 10i rods feom any available on the maiket ;his season.
what.
taking plaice in Russia. and it is up to ntl...r strain al meadow or tall through the canvas with a hand rotary duster when beds 1
. "'finding
teeue la blacm at same time as in- are narrow, or applied direct to plants in wide-beds, Appb '
a- to whether we will find 15ut.
the
specad atrain
%-dust twice a week and if it rains frequently make three
.D a Other varieties may not4be applications e4dust.east. week during the danger period.
..
preeent in the field in Excess of 2.0
It is necessary to star: treating before' _the disease
per (-el.! ..- determined by plants
that car, be differentiated from- the shows up arntaee-iieat the apflIClitiOns every three to five
variety burg inspected.
d.13-s until the plants are set in the field, or until the danNuxious weeds: If seed ger from blue .mold is past. Even though blue maid ap,E .
produce.g e-,exious weeds are pres- pears in your Plant bed, cotilinue spraking or dusting.
ent a-, a - field at inspection, there
sheild be evidence that an attempt
Bluestone-Lime Treatment
•
•
them er
has 'been m elk ta
itIlleStr,ne-limai mixture is NOT to tie! ultf4---tn-rn-ritro ,s '
te ' preveat them tram contami*-74 - for the control of
n,:,' the a el eraP Wild anion. Blue Mold. Bluestone:girth: rtiLyrture --t!
:,••• ai. he.:d or quack- -WILDFIRE, RUST and, ANGULAR LEAFSPOT. _
- - Trese bzicterial dist•ases may be compreteTY controlled
a leasd on inspection must
be dteareyed or removed from the
in the plant bed by two appjications of bluesione.lime MIXhell a the yesence of the inspec• This And That
A ••,,,.1 of 50 plants ef ether ture applied (1) When the plants are the siae of the little
later, or- when idauts are the
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST

th
rn
tie
an
ys
'e-

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

PARKER

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats

kat
'or
if
en
ild
nit
'ye

Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Main
Phone• 375

•

or.
he
nd
ival-

Dr. J. M. Converse
[
Graduate
Veterinarian

iiiIke
fht

-- OFFICE —
East NbAn St., Phone 560-3

ite
La
in.t

erthe
iuin-

— RESIDENCE —
$413 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

ers
ion

BOONE'S

Telephone 64
We Deliver

1KJUTH.SIDE SQUARE

but
ree
anion
des
Se-

Oa Cash and Carry on both
both Laundry and Cleaning

wit

•

SUPERIOR

—.PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

nor
dge
son

A. B. Beale & Son
1897 mum', Hy.

en-4
gth
lots
ary
of
-of
ghrattor

Boone Laundry Is
Represented At
Meet In Chicago

MURRAY SERVICE_

WE DELIVER

Girl Scout News

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

Hughes Pad and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•
Cali 383.

HALE SERVICE
STATION

Murray Auto Parts

Prescriptions A
Specialty

SEE US FOR YOUR
NEEDS

W

maw

•.

PETE'S AUTO
PARTS

TERMINIX

Dodd Block and Tile
Company

TRAVEL TO DETROIT
BY

BROOKS BUS LINE

vommelai4

-ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD_
•

LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS
Azituker ceperete trusiluc •
SEE US BEFORE Y0147SUY

Murray, Ky.

Phone 456

tCOME IN AND LET MC

TEST YOUR
WATCH, FREE!

W.iIIh Drnc

HAZEL. KY.

4

Owners

& HOLTON
FRAZEE, MELUGIN
AGENTS
INSURANCE

Automobile

FIRE

a.

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

All

watches repaired her
are tested on the

• •
AZOV

•

No price, of course, can be placed on your
love. You cherish your wife and children
so much, you want to make sure they'll
never suffer from want, no matter what
happens to you.
Ask the local Woodmen representative to explcdn how
a safe, sound, legal reserve Woodmen life insurance
certificate ... payable monthly, quarterly, semi-annually
or annually ... will build security for you and your loved
ones. Learn, too, of the many "plus" benefits Woodcraft's

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

Casualty

Gatlin Building
Telephone 331
f
(i
Kentucky
Murray,

How Much Do- You
Love_. Your Family?

Dodge --- Plymouth

4
1
/

TAXI

.e.tewrio

ATTENTION

N. C. & St. L. and State Line
Road

138

ninurrain Is Adios's

WE HAVE IT - WE WILL GET IT
- OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

HALL-WHITNEL
Concrete Products

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES ,

•

We maintain as complete a line of auto
parts as possible

'LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

Make Reservations Early At

TAXI
SERVICE

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

East Highway

•

PHONE 7-- MURRAY, KY.

k

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
1
_11 • Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

9

•

Prof.P. Doyle Gets
Post On_National
Music Association

COMPANY.

Kilt.

late

Carnival Planned
At Murray College
By YWCA,YMCA

Call

•

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

•

late
the
alof

Buchanan News

Veterans' Corner

, Rupert Sanders
'
Mr. ,and Mrs
This column is published weekly
Thtirsday night
For us the basketball tournathrough the cooperation 'of this pa- and daughter spent
Mrs. Herbert Alton
ment is over now, but our Redper. Questions should be mailed with Mr. and
An All-Campus Carnival, jointly
0
•
.‘
birds' have acquitted themselves
to the Veterans Employment Repre- and children.
YMCA and the
Announcement has been made creditably -and lost to are good
Mr. and Mrs. Nalor 'Clayton sponsored by the
Starts
Sentative, United States EmployCompany
.Shell
by the - secretary of the board of Brewers team by only five points.
Mr and Y-WCA is being planned for.Saturwith"
night
Thursday
spent
Ky.
Mayfield,
Service,
ment
On
Schools
Series of
day night, April 12, at Murray
U. S. Civil Service Examiners in So we can only say "CongratulaMrs!' Claud Lamb.
Servicing Appliances
We have fought a
Q. Before his death, my husthis city, of a complete revision of tions" no','.
Sorry to hear of Bill McClure State College, according to informareceived a pension from the iind Noel McCuiston losing their tion made public recently by ofthe Civil Service rules. The new good fight and finished our course,
iles, B. band
J Wells Purdom. Gra t
Administration. Am -I-- fine cows.
ficials of the two organizations.
Veterans
rules, he stated,- consist -rif broad now we're ready to relax and
orris of
N. Below, Jr., and J.
to this pension now that
entitled
policies for administration of the play. soccer or softball and think
Mrs.
Mr.
and
welcome
to.
Booths featuring Bingo, dart
Glad
Purdum Hardware Company, Mur- he.has passed away?
Civil Service Act and the Veterans' of coming examinations.
Warrick Wilson and little Judy throwing and similar amusements
DistribuShellane
a
attended
ray,
One more month will bring to a
Preference Act and delegate to the
A. You may apply for a wiciew's Sykes from Murray and Mr. and will be operated by most of the
tor's Conference at • the DeSoto
Civil Service Commission authority close a very successful g•ade
pension. Your eligibility will be Mrs. Leon Orr and Jimmie from clubs on the campus. One of the
4.
March
Louis,
St.
in
Hotel
to Issue regulations to carry out school. We, too. have 'fought a
Hazel to our neighborhood.
features, of' the carnival will
determined upon application.
The conference, sponsored by
these policies. The executive or- good fight and accomplished more
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lamb visit- be the crowning of the carnival
son has been. totally disMy
Q.
der promulgating the new rules, perhaps than we will ever know, the Shell Oil Company, Inc., fea- oabled for the past five months. I ed•Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Alton and king and queen. The king and
s
provides that they will become ef- and as the children are promoted tured demonstrations by the mah-' would like to know if he must children Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Lee queen will be selected from nomiarid leave one teacher for another, ufacturers of stoves, refrigerators pay his G. I. Insurance premiums Garner were Friday night callers nees made by the four classes.
fective May 1.
us and hot water heaters using Shelor is a waiver on these premiums arid Mr. and Mrs. Leslie KirkThe commission also announced we always hope that they leave
Part of the proceeds swill go to
prepared boys lane Bottle Gas. One important granted automatically?
land were their guests Saturday
that examinations will be held for not only as better
World Student-Service Fund, a
the
discos+red
meeting
the
of
can
we
phase
people
as
the positions of Medical Officer, and girls, but
A. No automatic waiver of pre- evening.
fund used to aid deserving, peedy
walks of cussions on service and the latest
Mr.'and Mrs. Tellus-..CLayton arq
can be granted. A veer
Food and Drug Inspector, Photo- meet in their different
mimums
students in all parts of the world.
these appli4 pound
/
Microphoto- later life and have them remember methods of servicing
stat Operator and
an must be totally disabled for six the proud parents of a 91
according to sponsors of the carances.
as friends.
fondly
and
kindly
us
8.
born
apson,
March
Johnny
to
-Mason.
entitled
is
he
before
months
grapher.
nival.
grades are prepara series ply for a waiver of premiums. He
combined
inaugurate
The
to
plans
Shell
will
Alton
Fay
Janice
Little
Information and application
"Cinderella," for of special service schools to be may also file claim for refund of celebrate
operetta,
the
ing
second
her
birthday
forms may be obtained from the
presentation later in the month. held within _the nexi few mouths, these -prerniatirs paid few. She darte Mareh-14:
Rrent Clayton were Sunday'
commission's local secretary, Van
-geod--Wh.go Quartet is-a
on which the waiyer was made ef- _ Mr. and Mrs. James Ray and night Callers of Mr. and Mrs. WilD. Valentine. -1,oea4e4-a4due to come to our auditorium to
night burn ClaYton and sons.
fective. A beneficialry of an In- children were Saturday
Post Office from Civil Service reBen Blakely has been suffering
sing for us on 'Friday night, Mareh
eared vettrae likewise is entitled visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Claud
gional offices or from the U. S.
for _the last week.
with' eatL.
28.
the
if
refund
a
for
1-01714
claim
a
file
4.
Wash,
Commission
Service
-Civil
-"Brownie"
We do enjoy our weekly moving
Lir.
*
Noble
Mrs.
disabled
Cannady
totally
been
has
insured
for
Applications
C.
D.
ington 25,
shows. We visited Hawaii
picture
and
chil
,
Mr
and
Leslie
Mrs.
his
.
before
more
or
months
six
for
examination
the Medical ofifcer
Vernon Cohoon and Carlton Outlast week in films.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
Kirkland and Mr. and Mrs HerDiamond death.
will be accepted until April 22 and
of Concord are land have purchased the
Scouts
Boy
The
Q. I recently lost my job and
H.
Charles
for the Food and Drug Inspector
from
business
Taxicab
anxious for the Weather to modepayments on my
and the Phostat Operator and
Adams. it was annovied this cannot meet the
OFFER YOU AN EXCLUSIVE AMBULANCE
rate so that they can begin chopG.I. guatanteed home loan. Am
Microphotographer exami nation
week.
for your protection and comfort. All of our
designed
pink trees for a cabin on the site
comt
readjUstmen
get
to
entitled
until April 8.
The new owners state that the pensation provided by the G.I.
equipment is designed for the purpose for which it
Which Mr. Harold Jewell has ofcabs will operate on a 24-hour ser- Bill? ,
fered for their use.
is intended.
The problem of child delinquin- vice schedule in the future.
A. Yes, yea are entitled to re"Calloway Count-Ps 'Only Exclusive Ambulance Service"
cy would probably be unknown if
adjustment allowance if you meet
more public minded parents realall 'other requirements. Your home
- .••..%----- Or 4"V,40
ized that, "Idle minds. are the
loan has no bearing on your right
to
more
did
and
devil's workshop"
to unemployment service to return active young minds into useceive readjustment allowance.
REMEMBER THE
ful channels.
Q. I am a retired army _officer
RED
We regret that F. H. Spiceland
I
May
pa'.
.retirement
draw
and
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Bi,.•Sne and
CROSS
had to return to if brain specialaccept a job with the U.S. GovernBoone
the
of
Outland,
at in St. Louis- agatfilitonday- tor
there a limit on
a four day ment and, if so. is
further . .treatment,..of a,,recurring ,Laundry are attending
-.
the pay I can -receive?
the
by
Sponsored
school.
cleaning
malady.
A. Under the present law, your
Cleaning
of
Institute
Mr. and Mrs.. HenryDawson of American
and salary together
meeting is being retirement pay
Linton, Ky., were among .the and Dyeing, the
$3.000 a year if you
exceed
cannot
Ill. callers at the Spiceland home Sun- held in Chicago,
work for the Government, unless
day:. Mrs. Dawson_ if' a sister.
disease or injury kw which reand
Mr.
and
Oury
Mr. and Mrs.
tirement pay was authorized was
chicken
a
served
Mrs. Otis Lovins
incurred in combat with an enedinner with all the trimmings to
my of the United states or was
R.7
Sunday.
Voris Wells Benny Maddox members of the family
the result of an explosion of an in5ERviCE SINCE 188,6
t4<
;*•
The college daughter was the guest
strumentality of war in- tine of
Telephone 95
of honor.
Prof Price Doyle, head of the duty.
rceiNALD W CHURCHILL, OWN ER
The new Belks-Settle Store has
arts department at Murray
fine
offered a special inducement in the
State College. and Prof. C. R. McvNe
way" of a $35 prize to the clerk
Ceavern. music, instructor, reprewho sells the most , within the
'annual
22nd
the
college'at
sented
Troop .7
month of-March. so the clerks are
Meeting 'of the National AssociaTroop 7 met at the Training
.hetntrig that -a-it-their- e4li-4o4esids
reheld
Music
of
tion of Schools
School Monday, March 10. They
•HEADQUARTERS FOR
decide to buy new spring outfits.
cently at the Hotel Jefferson, St. worked on badge work and discusStandard Parts for All Caral
providing, the prospective buyer
Louis, Mo.
sed the talent of each scout. They
buys from,a- certain one.
The association is the only na- plan to have a chapel program at
Rainey Lovins just last week
B. L. Ray
each per
W. F. Stiller
was. Informed by the Navy that tional accrediting body for educa- the Training School with.
They also
Telephone 16
they were shipping his clothes hack tional institutions in the field of son doing her talent.
Its helped in the scout program at the
which he left at Pearl Harbor over music in the United States.
at the High
two years ago when he left for membership consists of more than Training School and
180 of the foremost colleges, uni- School.
• Experienced Drivers
le Shima.
Hilda Galloway,'Troop Scribe
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter versities and cohservatories of mu• Safe Cars
Expert inspection by TERMINIX
heard last week, that Oury Lassi- sic throughout the nation, including
gives you reliable information
tei's son. Eddie, of Louisville. had a 'select list of preparatory schools
problem.
termite
• Prompt Service
about your
pneumonia, but later reports said and junior colleges.
Free inspection service, a feamuch improved.
Doyle was reelected to the comture of TERMINIX for over 19
• Courteous Treatment
We hope' if flu must go the mission on curricula.
years. has been used by more
time.
this
lightly
than 1,000,000 property owners. rounds, it will go
AS NEAR AS YOUR
Attendance at Sunday School
Call today!
Robert Cornell iof Bullitt county.
MURRAY LUMBER CO. was greatly increased last Sunday. sold 28 head of grade Holstein dairy
TELEPHONE
maybe because the sun decided
Phone 262
cows at an average of $318 per
to shine.
Itsers...r.ste• of
ell Seasoned and Ready
head.
The Old Reliable
Never did think I could go to
otoo V•Iley Term.n. Coto.
to Use
19
Sunday School, but I've managed
Mr. and Mts. Lloyd Spiceland
4r411.111,11 A•ilide•rtia•il In"Use Pose it one year. so may have ...formed expect
411t
to move to Dover soon.
•
SEE US BEFORE YOU
the habit.
Soon it will be beginnIng time
Williams
Mr and Mrs. Kenn
BUY
have'effioved to rooms aT- Itir. Kel- again for the farmers. .My! Won't
.N ISRMIII CONT6"
much
so
after
glad,
be
all
we
deabout.
have
Below Peoples Savings Bank
ley Smith's. Folks
freshly
cided that it's as impossible to find snow, to'once more smell
Telephone 783
rooms in the country as in town. plowed dirt, and,'see green grass
through.
peep
to
begin
A
Wonder where every body's comWe Have Available
ing from and why they never seem
The real farm• er leads an enviEast Main Street
—
— NOW
to leave a vacancy.
able life. Blessings on everybody
We Deliver
that's one of them!
High Quality
-Chatterbox
—

If you want
BETTER
PLUMBING
AT
REASONABLE

Save 10 to 20%
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MEN ATTEND MEET
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New Concord News

Diamoand Taxicab
Company Purchased—

MurrayConsumers
Coal & Ice Co.

•

Civil Service Says
Regulations To Be
Revised For Exams

fraternal and social activities offer you.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
Life Insurance Society

It tells us Immediately
what is wrong when you
.
bring your
watch In. It
proves to you that it's right.
when you take It ouL

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

Furches Jewelry
Store

"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Land in
Calloway County"

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
01111 ASSETS EXCEED 1151,000,000

•

T. C. COLLIE. District, Representative
Phones: Office 499; Home 980-J
Murray,
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MEMORIAL BAPTIST CITURCH' H. A. West. Pastor

'FIRST 'BAPTIST CHURCH
Brasnori B. Sawyer. Pust,r
RudOlj3h Howard,
Minister of Music
Miss Dorothy Brizendine, Student
Secretary.' Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
Superintendent
I.. L. Dons, T. U. Director
Mrs. Eugene Shipley, WMU Pres.
. mamba(
se.
______ 9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 'a.m.
Morning worship
Evedna
6 i5 p.m.
Training Union .
4.
Evening Viorshinn.. __ 7.30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Prayer meeting-- t.

PRESBYTERIAN
t. HUR( H

CO1

t603 Main Street
S.m.uci C. Mclie- l'ustur
Sunday School _
9:43
Mr. D. ii H. Winslow. Supt.
1040 :Len. Coaitnie -Students Bibje
Weihing;
Miss •
Claes.
-•
T

•

. _

VICt!.

• FHIST 5tETH0DIST CHURCH
T. H. alullins. Jr.. Minister

9s7.6 A M. Sal:day School
1050 AM Morning Worship
North Twelfth Street
5:00 P.M.Young People's Choir
Rehearsal
Semites are neld each Sunday
Sunday Evening Choir
6:00
I, follows.
Snack
fifth Sundays
First. It *.!
15 P.M. Methodist Youth FelA and fourth
in 10 oV...a. k. •.•
. lowship
6
6unda,ys at
cl0 P.M Everang Intasealp
7 (10
Wednes,U.y. Pr a,ne'r
•Meetnig
a
Need
Max -B. Hurt, Chairman.' Board of
Stewards

I.i'4o

4 "Aron.

L'Ogreh

P.M.

LAXATI E

Etiack-a2-14.r.gt-ris. 1-U-suaily prompt-24.Isuaily thorough
3-Always economical

10=0;10=11=4;1;MIRIP1l
lreprnsed

9:30 a.M.-Sunday School, Alvin
Harrell, superintendent.
10 45 a.m. __.-/tf..,rning worship
7.30 p.m.-Evening worship
7:00 p.m._-Group 31eetin2s
Tuesday _
2:30 p.m._IN MS. at the Churn*
OF
CHRIST
scii.
,
ent
MURRAY
Wednesday
Sixth and Maple Streets
7:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer Ser" Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
vice and Bible Study
8.30 p.m -Teachers and Officers
'Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Meeting
Worship with communion at
•
10:50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Bible ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Mid - week
Wednesday:
Leslie Gilbert Pastor
study at 7:00 pm. with classes for
•'
all ages.
‘10 A.M.
Sunday School
Allen Wells, Superintendent
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
11 A.M.
.
Morning Worshir
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
Training Union
7 P.M.
Evening Worship
9:45 A M Church School, Classes
Wednesday Evening 'Prayer
age
groups.
all
for
7
Services
10:55 A.Mi•-Morning Worithip Sereieiy second -arid
meet=
W.M.U.
vices with a sermon by the
• 2 PM
elourth Wednesday
minister ,and special music ilkA's, G.A's. and Sunbeams meet
R.
the Choir under the direction
on second and fourth Wednesday
OP Mrs. Merle T. Kesler.
nights.
caip P.M. Christian Youth Fellow. "Come Thou With Us and We Will
'ship i,H:gh Schooli under the
Do The Good"
Maurice
nes.
direction of
'Crass.
02 u p
G r.
LISSi011
:
College DlirE
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
meeting at the Disciple Center
H. F. Faschalltastor
_ _under • the direcfion of Mrs E.L Noel, Jr., Student Director. O. 13, Turnbow. Sunday School

rvtee
4.30 p.m. Seraor Haai Fellowship
1..11ov:snip"
6.45 p
- etk
Wt
leaysr
Bt

0,Voriar

International

BY HAROLn L LVAIDQUIST P D
- !v latibl," institute or Chicago
Of The 1111 .
Released by W•stern Newspaper Union.

LESSON' FOR MARCH 16
-

Lesson subiects and ScrIpt,ire texts selected and copyrighted by Intern...atonal
Council of RC11/ZIOUS LdUCal:00. used by
permission.

INTIMATE FELLOWSHIP WITH
CHRIST
LESSON TEXT-John 1414, 12•15:
- I
1514
MEMORY SELECTIOJ4-Ye .are my
friends, if ye (so uhaLsoever I conintand
- )ou -John 15 14.

r Lord's
The hour had comet
his disferal intimate wordsleinn, but
ciples. It was indeed a
also a blessed, hour.
It was the night before the dhee day in the world's history. On
-the- morrow the Sou of mar. was to
hang on Calvary's tree for the sins
.cf the world-for your sins and for
mine. But for the moment he was
alone with .nis disciples.
The last Passover had been eaten
together, the betriyer.had been discovered, and the Lord has told them
,that he, was soon to go where they
uia Fodor.. Pone-sad
Kerney Bailey. TU. Director
bold • self-assurance, brought forth
Pres.
M.U.
W
Dailey,
Mrs. Paul
the, prophecy of his denial.
The-disciples were dIstUrbed in
Sunday School. 9:45 a.m
heart and mind. Then came from
Morning .Worship each Sunday. the. Saviour's lips the% wo4 of corn.
.a.
11:00 am.
fort, assurance ana power which
Evening.
have been _the streanth and solace
Training Union each Sunday, 6:00 of his peupie through all the cen.p.m.
turies. Our life both here and here•
Eventreg Service. 7:15 p.m., Second afteris in his mighty hands.
We learn in this preciaus portion
and Fourth Sunuays
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:15 of Scripture that
I. The Christian Need Not Be
W.M U. G.A.. Sunbeams meet on Fearhd 114:14).
Thht is indeed a good word-a
Wednesday following Second
needed Word! Troualed hearts are
and Fourth Ritnrlay
Y.W.A. meets Monday. 7:00 p.m., everywhere-in the palace and in
-following First and Third Sun- The cottage. on land. in the air and
as-•
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TELEMOLD

su-

INVISIBLE
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(AR-PIECE

We Can
Piumbia
Wear tiny,tiny TELEX,
the hearing aid that has
volume to spare-and come
back to the world of sounds
clearly heard. With the TELEMOLD car-piece you can coocearthe act you use shearing
aid.

We will

TELEX

For Y
TELEX

HEARING CENTER

.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF
Please send FREE folder on the new
TELEX and TELEMOLD. No obLaps- g
CIIRIST
L. H. Pogue, Minister
TI
Name
----..
Address
da'y
Lord's
each
Church School
State
a
s City
Center
an second, and fourth Sunday at TELEX Hearing
10 a.m., and first and third Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Preaching services: first and
Telephone 283.W
1113 Sycamore Street, Murray, Ky.
third Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

FITTS

EASY TERMS

sco.rr

FLIT
1100 West I

AUGUST F. WILSON

•HEVROLET

ro• gorooe?

end

HARDEN CIRCUIT
C. 5, Boswell, Pastor

Palestine, 11:00
First Sunday:
Preaching first and third Sunday am; Hardin, 7 pm.
South Pleasant Grove
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 am.;
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. R. at 11 o'cliecka
Sundly $chool each Sunday at Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
Cooper, simerintendent.
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m., 10 o'clock John LaSsiter, superinEms; Palestine, 3 p.m.
.tenderit
first and third Sundays,
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
B.T.U. meets meets each Sunday
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m.
a.m.
at 9:30 p.m. Harold Houston, BTU a.m.-and Union Ridge, 11:4
Haael Church
invited.
is
Everyone
ditictor.
Wi)a.m.
Sunday School at 10:00
mer Ray Dunn,. superintendent.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
second Sunday, and at 7:00 p.m.
CHURCH
CHURCH
second and fourth Sundays.
II M. Hampton. pastor
Clarence F. Smith, Pastor
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., first 10:00 a.m. Sunday School, James
Sunday School, 10 a.m
(
third and fourth Sundays, and at
Key, syperint•ndent.
Worship Service, 11 a.=
2:00 -p.m. second Sunday. Brooks 11530 a.111. Preaching Service
C.Y.F., 6:30 p.m.
Underwood, supernetendent
6:00 p.m. B.T.U. L D. Warren,
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m., .director.
Mid Week Bible Service, 7 p.m.
fourth Sunday, and at 3:00 p.m. 7:00, p.m. Preaching Service
second Sunday.

First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Second Sunday- -Martins Chapel
11 am.; New Hope 3 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 am.
Buren Richerson. Pastor
Goshen 3 p.m.
_
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
Preaching every Sunday morn9:45 a.m.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
ing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun•
Martins Chapel 3 p.m. .
Springs
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Fifth Sunday
Robert Owen is superintendent
14 a.m.
of Sunday School held every Suno'clock.
day at 10
SPRING .CREEK BAPTIST
B.T.U. every nunaay, rugnt at
CHURCH
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and
J. II. Thurman, Pastor
,
preaching following B.T.U.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
night at 7:00 o'clock.
School, Morgan Cunningham,
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
Preaching at 11.00
1.30 p m after the first and third am. and Saturday before at 2.00
Sunday each month.
p.m.
114.
CHRIST
ALMO ('HURCH OF
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
Bro. J. -H. Brimn
OF CHRIST
L. Hicks, Minister
.1.
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 a.m, except second Sunday at
Sunday School each Lord's Da.
1 p.m.
at 10 a.m.
Preaching services every second
Preaching services' first Sunday
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
=satin _ate) a

WI. 'The Christian Nerd Net Be
Pistressed "fit 16-18).
The, If y Spirit. _pro ised by
r
amt.- so to b.de ip the believer on
q7=M-Xtu1eci..ki.:_.(.A_CW 2).
i.ie
_ _
The rrnnistnes of the 'Holy Spirit
the
'enhere
phafin
but
:.re many,
on his wori: 25 (7,-mfrirter.. What
art:Or:use:1 lnd helpfell-rnrnistry. and
?,row much needed Iry caste:ores:1-14nd
Foals! The Christian may
ceMen on him - and riot be cis-

sirclusare S.,-do•Str.p feature.

*A404.1* Cv4 Ter.°,
strenorn,

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
John Nelson, Pastor

•

Again in 1946...

•

-LES

r..
foe

......._yet scisLasanowoorata an fOr ordinary
lestontlg "ehong•able fron, scree.

*Snug fling

Temple Hill
Worship Service 11:00 o'clock
on first and fourth Sundays.
Evening seryienaon third Sunda
7 o'clock: Church gchool each Sunday at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellowship each . Sunday evening, 6:30.
Prayer Meeting each Thursday evening 7 o'clock.
Russells Chapel
Worship Service 11 o'clock eaCh
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
fourth Sunday evening. Stewarde`ach
meeting
ship
Fellowship
Thursday (before the second Sunday) evening!6:30_
•
Bethel
Worship 2:45 o'clock each fourth
Sunday and 7 o'clock each second
Sunday. „Church School each Sunday 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
Brooks Chapel
Woanhip 11 o'clock each third
SunclgSe. Church School 10 o'clock.
Independence
Worship service 2:30 o'clock each
first Sunday.

rest, thar.: God! There is Cine-teho
WEST FORK -BAPTIST CHURCH
still speaks the majestic words,
E. A. Somers. Pastor
"Let not your heart be troubled.
believe in God, believe aho in
Sunday School each Sunday at
"ire"
10 o'clock are. festus Story, supers.
kis comfort if one which covers
the futdre ie. for he Says, "I go intendent.
Preaching services each second
to prepare a place" iv. 2). Concern
at 11 o'clock.
about future destiny is settled at and fourth- Sunday
night at
cnce %then Christ Jesus becomes Also each fourth Sunday
our Lord and Saviour. We need 7 o'clock and each second Saturday
worry no longer. He has gone on at 2 p.m.
before to the Father's house to prepare a pla.e for his uwn. When we
come' to that ever-peaceful snore
We shall not come .as strangers,. but
as sons and daugh.ters to a prepared place -in our tether's house.
His wards. "I will come again"
3), tan s present mearang to the
future pioanse. He. not only prepared the place, but he it is who
brings as there. The glorious hope
-et his coming aga•n is the Christia.n's greatest corr&rt and mightiest incentive to useful. holy living.
II The Chrialiam Need Not Be
Poiteri.ss
Christ s followers .are nct here in
1
a world of sin and 'need as a hille
group of hymn-lira:nig weaklings.
• thinking only of the day when they
shall be in J brighter land. Ali, yes,
,hey sing hymns and rejoice in
hem; they, look for a better lar.d:
• air '.capons of warfare are' not
carnal' But 'weaklings" Oh. no:. God
,..ses them to do great and mighty
thanes for his glory.
Note the blessed words of Jesus,
'He_ that believetla on me".(v. 12).
--ne army ef God carries the renal
'living Christ.
:manner of faith in
shall he do.
Greater werks
e. 12i. Anis only began his work
an earth; :'s greatest development
was to be the niyous prtyilege of his
:I ...vers. We are n‘harned that we
not lived up to this great pr_in, At. but by his grace we will d bet-'
. .
• ,,r
-If yek.,•:• . I will do" (v. 14)
-,1rneone has called this a ii"Wiecl
ia eta en all the resources of
aa

screen o-d it,,, sash *asdo.s end doors'
+74..31fUngibtelpfeleeirErtherimetbl
gr
etalleglIP7*
W,,:ets, Cei'lpfnia le assure you of tfie finest

-
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I HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
A. G. Childers, Pastor

FIRST

GENUINE

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD

•

ALIWO CIRCUIT
Bryan Bishop. Pastor

•
-

.
C S.
ntinSir Minn. Sunday' SthbOl•
KIRK SEY CIRCUFT
•
.
Superintendent
II. P. Blankenship. Pastor
c4vton Beale. Counse• "
_
-1414F High -Fwitiool--MYF
Mrs. William Jeffrey. Cohnselor a Fast Sunday -niresey 11 a.m.:
Cotes Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mi.
Irdermedeate MYF
Mrs.
Spank. Counaeler.kiebron 7.30 pen.
Hobert
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11
, 17
11
Richard- W. - Farrell. Choirmaster a ma Mt: Carmel 7.30 pm
Third Siniday-Mt. Hebron '11
ails: Charlotte Durkee. Organist
am; Kirksey 7:30 p na
Fourth. Sunday-Mt. Cannel 13
OWENS CHAPEL B.%PTIST
am.; Cole's Camp,Ground 3 p.m.:
Leon 1% inchester. Pastor
Coldwater 730 p.m.
.'
Pteaching sera:nen first and third •• There is Church- School ,at efteh
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Sunday at 11 aln. and 7 pm.
Sepia!: &hoot each Sunday at Sunday. -Your. attendance is appreciated.

Aluminum and Steel

SUNDAY
SCHOOL

LESSON--:-

MURRAY CAN NOW SUPPLY YOU WITH...
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FIRST IN CAR SALES FIRST IN TRUCK SALES
FIRST IN COMBINED CAR AND TRUCK SALES!
regist-ration figures are in, and again
ears
in 1946 America purchased more Chevrolet
cars
Chevrolet
-more Chevrolet trucks-more
make,
other
and trucks combined-than any
prodespite the fact that Chevrolet was out of
months
diction entirely during the first three
Chevrolet
of the year! A magnificent tribute to
dollar
the
to
as
well
as
efficieney,
production
best
the
It's
products!
•Talu'' of Chevrolet

The final

proof you can possibly have that you're wise to
choose Chevrolet, the only cars giving BIG-CAR
QUALITY AT LOWEST COST, and the ant).
trucks rating as TIIRIFT-CARRIERS FOR TIIE
NATION! True, there still aren't enough new
Chevrolets to go around, hut highest popular
demand means higher dollar value, just as
highest production means quicke!' delivery of
.your new car or truck. Place your order-today!

•

CHEVROLET -LOWEST-PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD

B

•

PORTER MOTOR CO.
West Maple Street

Phone 97

Murray, Ky.
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akt WhitI am sure that when
man wrote that frass is the handkerchief of the Lord, he was thinking of bluegrass.
An American tourist, walid'erhig
on foot through an English village,
noticed a vicarage lawn that was
as smooth as a Chinese rug.
"How did you get such wonderful bluegrass?", he asked the vicar.
"It is a very simple story", replied
the clergyman. "We sow it, then
clip and roll it for seven hundred
years."
Which brings us to a recent Associated Press story from the Experiment Station, at Lexington,
that Kentucky bluegrass is on the
decline.
I don't mean to infer
that it takes perfect care for seven
centuries to produce
bluegrass_
Under favorable circumstances, it
can be produced in three years. I
am told that in central Kentucky
a heavy seeding will get fine results in two years after burley tobacco.
My purpose in writing this little
essay is to counteract some of the
unfavorable publicity the Lexington story- g'aee Kentucky bluegrass.
The report was not hews to me. I
learned all about it .last spring
from Frank Kiser at Paris, when
elbed Tram nee
to have Spears & Kiser reL.
-elean lt.

00

.00

Dexter News

KENTUCKY ON THE MARCH
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PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING
We Can Do All 'Types of
Plumbing and Repairing
We will appreciate your
btle:tleSS

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

PACE PTVE
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le the last few years, the seed
yield on the whole has been poor.
Kiser said ply seed was the bese
he had handled in 1946 from any
county in the state.
The pasture crop on many central Kentucky bluegrass farms has
been on the downgrade for several
years.
The decline is Attributed by
Lexington experts to inadequate
grazing, a lack of fertilizers of
exactly the right kind, failure to
clip often enough,- and perhaps to
insects.
My own experience with bluegrass is too brief to make me an
expert grower. I have been growing bluegrass only 10 years, whereas farmers in the district responsible for Kentucky's being famous
all over the world as the Bluegrass
State, have been doing it for four
or five generations.
But my experience may be worth
reading, particularly by farmers
outside the district that made the
state famous. Down our way
bluegrass growers lime their soil
thoroughly, apply 400 pounds of
phospitate toethe acre and sow legumes with 'the grass seed. In
stead of sowing 14 pounds of seed
aemeal leeeteeer
asedo farmer iser

Mrs. Olene McDaniel of Fulton
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Caldwell
and baby . of Mayfield spent anist
Thursilay with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
McDaniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walston of
Detroit spent Wednesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Merle Andrus.
Mrs. Tenny Colson and son, Arthur, spent part of last week in
Memphis with her daughter. While
there, her son, Odell, who has
served in the Army for the past
year, arrived.
Mrs. Will Robinson has been on
the sick list for the past two weeks
but is some better at this writing.
Several from here attended the
singing at Union Hill Church Sunday.
Miss Loie Walston, is sick at
this time.
Miss Tylene Corthorn of Paducah
spent the week-end with her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Corthorn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Barefield of
Paducah spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Roosvelt Mathis.
Mrs. ARM Hopkins and son of
East Dexter spent Monday with
Mrs. Etta Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and
afterSunday
daughter
spent

l'not' receive any more benefit
checks until further investigation
of their cases.
"- Miss Mary Elizabeth Mitchell
Administration will leave for-Detroit in a few days
Veteran;
The
F'RANKF'ORT. Ky.. Mara. 13' statement said Mit state agencies for a two weeks' vacation with
(Special) — Approximately 4,000 administering the payments had Mr.. and Mrs. Homer Curry, Mr.
Kentucky veterans have had job- been requeited to adopt special re- and Mrs. Clyde Mitchell. Clifton
lees benefits stopped as a result of view proceedings in the case of all and Milton Mitchell and other
a tightening up of the program by veterans claiming benefits for 10 reedives. This is Miss Mitchell's
the national Veterans Administre- consecutive weeks. 'Such veterans first trip to the -1Yrge say_ She
tion. the -Kentucky Unemployment are to be interviewed and given has been planning on an air plane
Compensation Commission reported job counseling, and_a special report ride and 'theairport there is realis to be prepared by the Stete on ly a erght-seeing spot, to watch the
today.
The report, issued in connection -their cases. Every time the veter- large planes take to the air a nd
with a statement by the Veterans an applies for another 10 seeks' cynic in for landings—especially to
Administration announcing a pol- benefits, a more intensive check is country folks ,whoe have never
been far .from Murray or Hazel.
icy of rigid adherence to the law to be made.
Miss Mitchell has been going to
in passing on veterans benefit
a
Apea-oximatoly twee' cat-tones of scheol at Hazel High!
claims, state that while some of the
Sometimes streets are so crowdpayment stops now in effect in the calves hese been ptirehesed by HarKentucky program' may not be- per- din county 441 club members, and ed with baby carriages full of
manent, after further examination, are on feed for the November show babies that the Ole Maid had rath• or pip h a loaded wheeVbarrow.
the estimated 4.000 claimants would and.

Blood . River News

4,000 Kentucky Vets
Cut From 52-20 Club

HEAR JACK SHOOK
AND HIS BUDDIES
WSM
P.M. Mondays
12:15
at
and Fridays.

:
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ALL AT
CHALLENGING
LOW CASH PRICES

Taylors_ Store News

FITTS & CHANDLER

1

and I will divide with you.
This beautiful sunshirleySabbath makes us want to keep on
keeping on.
Some of the Macedonie neighbors,
feed their little chides laying mash.
Just so they thrive!
Pfc. .Rapheal Maynard arrived
hope from overseas the past week.
-Mrs. Bertron Willis of Detroit
will celebrate her birthday Mare.h
14. Bud Todd and Errette Williams' birthdays were forgotten the
past week.
Mr. and Mre George Robert Lassiter arrived from Detroit the past
week
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willis of near
Blood River Church spent Sunday
evening with Jesse - McClure and
Miss Annie Willis.
Will ring off for now.
-Ole Maid

ril atiomalStares

they soineftve-toetett pieunds. In Starks,
The Mothers' Club held its reguthe second year, we get the first
Friday evenseed crop, which shatters on the lar monthly meeting
o'clock with 10 mothers
ground. After that, a good turf it, ing at 2
on its way. Then we-pasture heav- Present.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Edwards and
ily.
The cloven hoof cuts the
spent Sunstools, presses the ground, and the •hildren of Paducah
Jeff Edmanure. the -best of all- fertilizers, day with Mr. and •Mrs.
.
makes the soil richer- every year. wards.
Mrs. Mable Jeffrey and children
We mow- our bluegrass pastures
and Mrs.
twice a season to keep down of Paducah called MI Mr.
Adelbert Reeves last week.
Weeds and broomsage.
The Mothers' Club here will preLast summer, Cot/My Agent, H.
Show Boat
R. Jackson, tweed the god on 200 sent a play, "The
night, March
acees of our bluegrass and found a Minstrel," (in Friday
and 35 cents.
phosphate deficiency.. 'We applied 21: Admission -20
invited to come. Watch
400 pounds phosphate on the acre Every body
and lernes for further
with a, wheat drill with the fer- the Ledger
.
chnten--rernovect to- let- the' melee -C.A.

On a 65-acre
chemical scatter.
field that was phosphated in 1945,
we pastured 50 yearling steers nine
months in 1946. putting an average
There is a lot of sickness in this
of 335 pounds on them, and the community.
SCOTT FITTS It. C. CHANDLER l'pasture was alnioet -as good when
We are having a few.clays of sun
Phone 629 we took them off as it was in mid1100 teese Pop•ar
shine but the weather.. is still cold.
Herrean Lassiter has been serihaving a stooth
ously ill from
extracted. It is reported that infection spread • to his jaw and
throat but he is reported some
better now.
Paul Lassiter, happened to a
very painful_ accident Monday
while cutting wood. He struck pis
ankle with the ax and was rushed
to the doctor where five stitches
were required to close the wound.
Frank Ktaykendall lett his niee
home and all its contents by fire
Saturday evening. He went to his
stock barn to see after bill stock
POst No. 73
and when he returned the flames
had gained such a headway that
he could nob enter the building to
We sure are
save any thing.
sorry for all who have lost their
homes.
Mrs. H. S. Wilkerson* is able to
be up some now after being sick
with a rear bad cold. Visitors ti
see her Sunday were Miss Belle
Miller. Mr. -writ Mrs. Bill Hill and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Cratic• Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. John Cathcart and daughter end Mi. and
Mrs. Hollan Jones and tHeiliedettghters.
Arthur Lassiter is seek with e'"
cold.
Marvin. Mize is busy. wiring
houses in this neighborhood. He
is working on Less Daltores 'and
then will have Edgar Armstrong's.
crettie-Pasehrsiles tendaCarmon-Maeton's and thinks they will all be
ready for the current.
Galen Stone is still .confined to
•
his home with illness.
Mrs. Erma Jones -is reported to
be some hence •
Mr. Bethel leis.chall: who is inn a
Memphis hospital .ie reported to
be doing very well and thieee h.
-•
will have an operation sees
-'analles..ereeesettnee' es

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McClure and
Fred McClure did, mot tarry very
long at Detroit to seek employment.
They arrived home the past week.
Miss Velma McClure 'of Murray
visited over the week-end at Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wisehart,
Mr. and Mrs. Odia McClure and
Mr. and Mrs. Ayon McClure and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Glennetth Wisehart and sons, Donald,
Glen "and Noah Wisehart, of tiear
Hazel the past Sunday.
Kentucky Belle, e know that you
are very industrious and working
long hours doing uato others as
they do unto you. Mrs. Mary Wisehart probably keeps her meat
house locked. You'd better bring
a key. Ha! I have a few nice
Christmas oranges yet that I received from Detroit way. Come

t.

It's a fact! We know and you can go out and see for
yourself that all our coats, suits and
dresses are priced from $1 to $2 under apparel
sold at other stores!

THE, AMERICAN LEGION

ii

Presents
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t
Ylmazix .11ysterio)
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Dimas Clika I unto(
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summer. I IITITTetled 25 cows or
the same field part of the winter
othet• teed.
.eyith
Your correspondent aerees w ite
Prof. George • Roberts. that Kenlusky- retest be made a bluegress
state in the full sense of the word
.
-ineteinienfejuen-a-eseaes
grass district In it
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COLLEGE AUDITORIUM

Relieves
Child's Cold
ASHe Sleeps

NEW HATS
$398
Others

$1.9g

to

$4.95

I,ovely feminine steles for
matrons, youthful utatrems.
repel] straw,
mimes! In
sautern, pieapell braid, shiny
bending straw and Swiss
crochet. Black; brown, toast,
red, pink, gray and chartreuse.

liRESSES...4"
EQUAL QUALITY... GOOD LOOKS... LOWER PRI('E
• French Crepes
• Luana Crepes
• Sluirkskitts
• Cinara fr..pes
• Romaine Crepes
• Fortune Crepes
• Arolars and
•Spun Rayons

Contrasting styles such as these are among our,
dresses: simple and form-fitting bodices, peg
top, curtain drape, harem, hobble and tapered
skirts. Or tailored bodices with pleated skirts.
Or soft and frilly bodices with full, bias, whirla-way or gored skirts. Prints, solid colors and
color combinations in sizes 9 to 15, 12 to 20,
•
38 to 44, 46 to 52 and 1S!"2. to 24.

Your Spring

COATS
SUITS
and

95 (

$
• Othjrs

$298end $1. 18 fo $195

strap..

$1').03 tçi $24 OF;

.

•
11 u e ten-seeness-i.e--Terre
sleeves, either full length or
bracelet leeeth and- saucy
little peplum's or smooth
longer length jackets to Rtie
straight, flared or draped
skirts. In navs, blace. been.,
as. hefty, toast, gray
rime.
and Mine Coats in same
colors and materials phi. diegermak_acaves and combinelepeth
teiton
cheeterfields, fitted and hella
ed styles as well as the
three-quarter lengths. 9-15,
12-20. 36-(I.

-Extra Feature
Values
•

Wednesday,
March 19

A9.

e

a

8:00 P. M.

hildren

ADMISSION

25c

Adults 50c

s/Penetratis
Into upper bron•
ch.al tubes with
special soothing
untedisineLvepors.

4

/*

VStiqlliateS
chest and back sur,
faces like•warn
ing, comforting
poultice.

POP OUT IN PATENT LEATHER
• .1;1:
•

This wonderful special penetrating -stimulating action
—brought to you only by
'Vleks VapoRub— works for
hours to relieve distress of
colds ichiie the child sirens.
Often by morning mostryti:t!ry
of the cold Is
gone. Try it
v VA•oRus

T

VICKS

‘\_

•=pes
• All wool (-4,
•Shetlands Fleiqe.t.
•Flannels
• And Pori Woofs

SPRING BAGS

In black, red., navy, gray and
pastel plgatit patent or plastic calf. Underarm, handle.
pouch, shoulder and traveler's style bags. With nen
head trims: sipper top, metal
frames, lucite or metal tabs
shoulder
adeuetable
and

‘,4
I

•
•

usdec s
rnor
s'i
cto
ilin
cd
e'
It
"f the newer
,ter skirls

ALL WOOL SPRING SIMS
•Soft wool shellandc
•In navy, Nye, rose,
•Beige, Pack, aqua,
• Blur, keg green,

tO 695

$1 495_

kid

• Toast and mint green
•

ie..; galore to your
.% comfortable.stele that can add
black patent leather
nee! eileo your costume! In solid
_
.
9.
with heel and - toe- 0in. In Mere 4 to
----e

5

Slenderizing lines in the new cut-away style itckets
and either straight, gored or pleated skirts. In
strictly tailored styles or serni-dress. Sizes 9 to
,15, 12 to 20 and 36 to 44.
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PAYMENTS TO KENTUCKY VETS
DECLINE DURING FEBRUARY

Ex-Service Men's
News

I

we,

VETS SHOULD SPECIFY
INSURANCE PAYMENTS
Settlement provisions of GT Insurance provide that veterans may
select a combination of payments.
but unless they specify the type of
pesiernents desired benefits will be
remitted in monthly instialmeats.
insurance officials at the Columbus. 0. Branch Office of the Vetei:ans 'Administration emphasized
today
The optional settlements, which
August.
effective
last
became
range from lump sum payments to
monthly installments during athe
life of the beneficialy. Under the
original law, the only settlements
authorized were monthly income or
annuity payments.
Veterans should specify whether
they want part of the payments to
their beneficiaries, made in a lump
sum after death and the remainder in monthly installments over
a given period, or during the lifetime of their beneficiaries. When
selecting a settlement option for
G. I. insurance the veteran sh)uld
-consider - what' his beneficiaries'
future circumstances may be. V.A.
said,

By Claude S. Sprowls
arrankfea Ky.. March 13 (SpeDepartment Service Officer
cial.- -Benefit payraent to KenAmerican Legion of Kentucky
tulkya• Jobless veterans declined
Mrs Brent Flood visited her sisLexington, Kentucky
$11140,071darials ._atlassa month of
February. the state Unemployment ter. Mrs. Beulah Flood and family
Compensation Commission reported of Golden Pend the fast .of ahe
AMPUTEES MtST APPLY
tdday. Durihg the same. period week
Mr. an Mrs. Charles Morris and FOR AUTOS BY JULY I
payments to self-employed veterMartha and Rama Morris, were
ans fell off $348.406
Veterans- who are eligible for
Payments to veteran elairnatfts dinner tuests in the home--of M.i.Vehicles at government expense
of all types totaled $2,586.627 in and Mrs J. P. Wicker Sunday, - under the "autos for amputees"
The Rev. J. H. Thurman filled program must file their claims
the month of February. compared
his regular appointment at Oak with the Veterans Administration
to $4.770.306 in January.
• and de- by July I Of this -year. officials at
Une-mril• yed veterans in Tobru--- Greve Church Sunday
inspiring sermon. He the VA's Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky
ary drew $2372.772 aand self-em- 1 livered an
dinner guest of Mt. and Branch Office in Calumbus, 0.
played claimants received $213.855, %ilia the
Byars, Mr. apd Mrs. said today.
- In January. unemployed veterans Mrs. D. Rs
C. Paschall and daughter. Mr.
J.
collected 14.212.843.. and self-em'muat be filed by 'July I
Claims
Mr. and Mrs Oche Morris and Wilployed payments totaled $557.463.
even thought in some cases ampuliam. Mr and Mrs. Dove Morris.
The nearla fifty-percent decrease
veterans may have to wait
Mr. and tee
Byars.
Arlis
Mrs.
and
Mr.
In veterans payments last month
longer'' for delivery of their veFrank Kuyand
Miller
'Fay
Mrs.
reflects a steady decline in the
hicles:, VA officials said. To date.
Kendall were also guests in the
number of veterans on the bene1.6e7 amputee veterans in the three
Sunday.
home
Byars'
fit rolls which is attributed to
states have been certified as elighouse. cisKuykendall's
Frar.k
mounting exhaustions of veterans
ible to obtain vehicles at governbenefit
by their full 52-week
ment expense. including 732 •in
of
portion
small
a
except
_period. as wet Las the striking _from contents
Ohio Sa4 in Michigan and 271 in
—
cin
had
he
his meat and the.elothes
thrnita
ki hers _at_ tbea
.
Kentucky,
•
.
were destrnved by fire Saturday
era., of the Veterans' AdministraThe program to furnish automoafternoon, Our 'sympathy goes to
tion.'
bales or other conveyances to
Mr Kuykendall and family.
Evidence Asked
is visiting, in the World War II . veteaans .who lost.
Taylor
Cann,
Anpnvimately 4000 claimants
horria of his son. Herman ,Taylor. or lost the use of. one or.both legs
have had their benefit payments
went nto o ration last Se temtemporarily stoppeo under The
visit- ben. The cost of each vehicle is
and
Newport
Mr.
Jack
Mrs.
erans 'Administration new program
limited to $1.600. including any
Rev. L. R. Riley. Mayfield, will
in Paris Saturday.
.•of requiring Ipng-jobless veterans ed
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Latimere special equipment or attachments conduct a stewardship revival at
to show evidence they have tried
a- necessary to enable the veteran to the Kirksey Baptist Church startwere in Murray Saturday
•
to find work
ing on Monday night. March_ 17.
Mr aid Mrs. Edd Ray visitgai operate it.
Claims by workers other than
The services will be held only at
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Latirnere SunPAYABLE
CHECKS'
NSL1
veterans amounted to 29.534 during
night and will continue through
day
U.S.
February with these claimants reTO TREASURER OF
the evening of Saturday, March 22.
'Mr and Mrs. T C. Valentine
peror
orders
All,, drafts, money
ceiving 1.,323715. -The claims and
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. sonal checks submitted to the Vetpayments to inter-state claimants
Davis Valentine 'Sunday.
•
erans Administration as payment
are included in these figures.
Mr.' and Mrs. Preston Brandon
for National Service Life Insurvisited in the home of Mr. and
ance premiums should be made
It is estimated that Merce; coun- Mrs. Charlie Moore Sunday
payable to the "Treasurer of the
ty farmers
-ill receive approxiMrs Ted Latimere visited Mrs.
mately 12 750(100 front their 1946 Charles Morris Thursday afternoon United States.- insurance officials
at the VA's Branch Office in Co.
taba..
of last week.-Blue Bird.
O emphasizerLatailax-Veterans -mat make insurance.
payments at any of the authorized
VA Collection Offices, located in
metropolitan areas in Ohio. Michigat ear- -Kentucky.- or remittances
Five step' ist-,ipeadsseisen high may be mailed direct to CollecChronic bronchltis May dereloei ,,ytqlds of corn as set o-ul by. the tions Unit. VA .,Branch Office No.
sour cough,chest cold,or acute bron- lUnivers0 of Kentucky College of
6, 52 South Starling Street. Columchins is not treated and you cannot
afford to take a chance with Ay med1-•!Airictilture and Home. Economics bus 8, Ohio. •
cine less potent than Creomulsion in announcing this year's -corn
VA HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS
which goes reit to the seat of the derby.- are as follows:
trouble to help loosen and expel germs ,
SHOW INCREASE FOR 1916 •
Laden phlegm and aid nature to I 1.• The wise selection of Vie land
Veteran, • Adrrunistration today
soothe and heal raw,tender.inflamed .proper land use
bronchial mucous membranes.
t - -27'Mtn supplying- -of abundant reported a total of 468.749 admisCreomulsion blends beer hwood
food
is•all-hitilding prin. sions of veteran-patients . to VA
creosote by special proces5vrith other • .
-.
and VA contract hospitals during
tune tested rued:eines lor coughs.: riPlesL
3 The conser's'-ation of water and the c:•lendar year 1946. an increase
It contains no r.arostics.
No matter how many rned!cines
water manage- of 174.342 or 612 per cent .ove'r
.per. drairaae
you have tried, tell your druggtst to ....nt ,
calendar Vezr 1945 The greatest
sell you a bottle of CreomuLston with ".
4. The use .of adapted hybrids number of admissions-3/11.619 or
the understanding you must like he
83 19 per cent of the total-were
way it quickly allays the cough. pas. good seed
matting rest and sleep, or you axv tO
5 The importance of the -right- general medical and lurgical pahave your money back. Adv
tients Next were -nettiopsychiatric
Or
piant population.
patients amounting to 1117. per
cent of the total. or 53.981 admissions Smallest group v..as tuberculosis patients who numbered 19609.'
or 427 per cent of the total_
Slientla -less than 50 per cent of
the total number of neuropsychiatzar admissions. or 26.509 out of 53.WITH A SINOIX AUTOMATIC
981. - were elessihed ns psychotic
47.2
HOME LAUNDRY
cases. The remsrming 27.472 were
BenYou simply set a 'dial add soap
veterans with neuropsychiatric disashes.
Rendie
dal doea the rest
.
other than psychosis, such
order,
drvs
damp
Janes
rinses three
psychoneurotics. character and
•!..uts itself off'
organic
behavior disorders and
conditions of the' -rfervous system.
During the fiscal year 1946. neurodischarged
patients
psychiatric
from hospitals had arCaverage stay
of 197 days. compared with 34 days
for general medical and surgical
aatients and 186 d:ys for tubercu4 FAMOUS BENDIX FEATURES,
.
patients.
losis
gentler
.1
/ironies
Sent the aNvi nog ads
Tumble ACIMPII washing. the. Water-.
SAFEGUARD.
SHOULD
VETT
saver cylipder, Triple Rinsing for r
telliCHARGE'C'ERTIFICATES
cleaner wash. t he Basket -Level Kirihni.
Officials. at -the Columbus Branch
Ofaace of the Veterans Administration today urged alljiorld War II
veterans to take every precaution
to snfessuard their original diss
charge certificates. VA officials
emphasized that original discharge
r•ortificates are required. for gov-rment guarantees on G 1. loans
.'nly-recienisseed..thei, the:ectieeel
1 it
ascharge rertificate• be retained
411
a secure, fireproof place. Pho• •,•tatic or certified copies are ac-.

Mason LalZe News

e•

1 eeptable in applying for most vetI ,ens' benefit,:

Revival Planned At
aptist

and Jackie just returned home and
Mrs. Sallie Whitnell visited her (Thy afternoon. I sure enjoy3
are trying to coax Jet( and Joe to parents. Mr. and Mrs. Will' Starks, talking to ..13,i_m. He said he had
Tampa at once.
Sunday afternoon.
been ill. He sure has lost weight,
Steve Jones went back to the
I salt' I. I Beale in town Szt,ur- ioo - Blue Eyes
Clinic for an x-ray of his leg. He " Miss Mildred 'Knight and Miss
will have to wear the cat for -an- Kiltig Witty of Highland Park.
Mich., were notified to report back
saner two weeks.
to work immediately. They' have
We have a new manager at the
been out on account' of a strike
Triangle Inn. Sure hope they are
since Januar'y- 21. Mildred and
successful in the business.
Katie are employed at L. A. Young
Mrs. E. B. Brandon is in Texas, Spring and Wire Corp.
with her daughter. Jerry.
Mrs. Carrot Quartermous and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brandon's mother, EteAcie. spent Friday night
children are recuperating
from with her sister, Mrs. Fannie Adchicken pox.
kins.
Edgar Woodall writes he is' doing
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boyd visited
fine in Florida.
their daughter and family in PaduMrs. R A. Myers is ill with flu. cah Saturday'.
Hope she is up and out again
Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Adkins
soon.
spent Sunday with her father, t
Mrs. Edgar Woodall's sister. Mrs. Steve James.
Richard Thorn, and son, Joe HenSorry
about
Burnett
Scott's
ry. spent Friday `morning with death
The familya Sure has my
their sister and mother, Mrs. Nina sympathy
Crouse.
Mrs. Albert Pool came to town
Friday and had two teeth extracted
and then visited her aunts. has
1110"
and Cora, for the day.
Mrs. Cora Wilson doesn't feel so
good at this writing
Mrs. Hillard Rogers is employed.
•• •
'"
at the H. B Bailey Jewelry Store.
_ _Just heard thatFinney Knight is Flint out of
in a Memphis hospital.
your refrigerator!
Mrs. R. A. Myers is no beUer and
Mr. Myers is taking the flu.
If you bake at home-you can always
'You. should see E. B. 'Brandon
:
OWN.
depend on Fleiachnif•etitiaingaround!
driving that new Buick
-Yeast UrgiVe you perfect risings ... de-Mr. and Mrs."Cnaries
nrlicious bread . .. every time you bake!
Aff gAriwe
win are employed in Tampla. Fla.
Ready for instant action-Fleischmann's
THey carriec),,Mrs. Paul Erwin, Mrs.
Der
Feet Rising keeps fresh and potent for
Jeff Allbritten and Jackie to visit
a weeks-lets you bake at a moment's norelatives. The weather. was so
tice! Don't risk baking failures with weak
much more pleasant than Kenyeast-get Fieniehmann's Fast Rising
tucky's that Toad and Mary stayed AVogy
today. At your grocer's.
Al TOUR DEALERS
and are working. Mrs. Allbritten

South Murray

"A Jr
away
place

I

No

failures
baking

Pa(
Gel

BECAUSE YEAST GOT WEAK

,
et-or

SUNSHINE

Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps for
weeks on your pantry shelf

•

yuri

The Family with 2,000,000 Good Neighbors

Be Quick To Treat
•-•
4 Bronchitis _

Requirements For
I ugh Corn Yields

_

—T1

If a "good neighbor" is one
who's always ready to help
when you're in trouble ..

day
tral

Crfi

If a "good neighbor" lends
you a hand cheerfully,
unstintingly—without first asking
: your politics or your race
your creed.;;

••CLOTH!S...HOT WATER
SOAP...LIFTING...WITH

They are ready to help when needed—should
disaster strike your community—should flood or
fire, earthquake or hurricane occur—should
personal or financial problems overwhelm the
serviceman or veteran.

.BEING DEMONSTRATED
We can now
promise reasonably
Prompt Deliyery

DOES ALL •
THE WORK!

e' neighbor says
rYour
N need to worry,
No
BILL DOLLAR helps
- You in a hurry!

•

About this tien• of
yen. you may he
thireing about new
Soong clothing for
the Iof,ly If you And
you raped •ritra (ash
orange for o prompt,
froendfy loon

The Bench/ wastes clothasauper clean
rinses three titles Charkirce MI own
water -damp drys clothes cleans it
:
self shuta itself off' See it for yourself the easiest washday' on earlh!
The only automata waaher that's been
performing thew washday roirai lea for
nine whole years! There's no question
about the Bendig. It's been onset(
in 14 MP
• _
Come in for s liemonatration &ow!

GIVE so your RED CROSS
can carry on!

-r

•

LIntvactie

•

LOAN CORPORATION

'Johnson Appliance Company
'South Side Square

Those are the kind of good neighbors these
Red Craig workers are.
• Once a year they call on you for help.
You'll give to the Red,Cross, won't you?
Give now. Give all you can.

•

•

Phone 56

.'est Door to Peoples Bk
506 Main St. Murray
Phone I I lte

This Advertising

Paidlor by the Following Firms:

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

'CABLE MOTOR COMPANY
,BELK-SETTLE
WILSON & LAWRENCE
__

RUDY'S RESTAURANT

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL CO.'

CHIG'S SERVICE STATION

SHROAT BROS. MEAT MARKET

St

•••

,•

4

These men and women -are enrolled in Nurse's
Aide Corps, Motor Corps, Canteen Corps,
Hospital and Recreation Corps, Home Service Corps,
—and many another efficient Red Cross service unit.

NOW.

13f,NRIX
HornioLmaatindry

/

Then your family has 2,000,000
good neighbors—the devoted,
volunteer workers of the
American Red Cross, backed up by its paid staff.

•WORgLESS WASHDAY
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"A letter from home" to those here and far
away -from friends in Calloway County - A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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Paducah, Murray, Memphis Division
Gets N.C.& St. L.Safety Award for '46
For making the best safety re.cord of any division of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Railway during 1946. the Paducah.
Murray and Memphis Division will
receive a safety plaque at the Central High School auditorium in
night,
Bruceton. Tenn., Friday
March 14, at 7:30. It is an annual
award,
The P., & ,.M. Division finished
the year with 2.043.254 man hours
worked and only fiveeretx,rtable injiffies. It completed eight months
without a single injury. The division had a casualty ratio of 2.45
as compared with the entire railroad's .casualty ratio of only 5.94.

Law, nationally recognized' safety
expert. He is traveling engineer
in charge- of safety for the Illinois
Central Railroad.
, "This fine safely record was
achieved through the loyal. efficient and cooperative efforts of
the employes under the leadership
of Mr. Dennison and the ,assistance
of the railway's manag-eytrient" said
Mr. Short.
J. E. Bailey of Memphis, engineer, is the P. & M. Division's 1947
safety chairman.

Farm Bureau Offers
Blue Cross Listing
Through April 30
Louisville. Ky., Feb. 13-J. E.
Stanford, executive secretary of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau federation, has announced that members
who wish to subscribe to the Blue
Cross plan of prepaid hospital care
offered through the federation may
do so from now until April 30. -

GUARD SAYS STATE
EDUCATIONAL PLAN
NEEDS EXPANDING
Candidate For'Ag
Post Speaks Before
Livestock Group

By an arrangement with the
Community Hospital Serviee, the
Blue Cross plan in Kentucky, Stanford has designated April as Blue
Cross Month. During that period,
any of the 45,000 Farm Bureau
members in the state may enroll
organization.
in this non-profit
However. Stanford said applirations would be accepted from now
until the 30th deadline.
New Farm Bureau members may
apply for Blue Cross protection
withiss-30- days after joining the
federation. Stanford said.

Overby Is Preacher
For Revival Here
The -annual Spring revival for,the
Scotts Grove Missionary Baptist
Church will begin Monday evening.
will -continue
MarctI'', 17, and
throughout the week with services
at 11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. daily.
-Elder Haffnrd Overby. pastor of
the Harmony Baptist Church of Detroit. Mich., will do the preaching
at each of these services.
Bro. Overby needs no introduction to the people of this County.
as he was reared in the Scotts
Grove Community, and has held
meetings in this church during the
past two years. He is known as a
at
met
experts
marketing
visiting
and
Over 600 Calloway farmers
preacher Of the word and 'a
real
of
problems
shipping
and
production
discuss
to
the college recently
good Bible teacher.. "A most
county growers.
invitation is extended to all
Heard on the program at that time were left to right) W. F. McCurdle, Kroger Coinpany representative; W. H. Brooks. manager. Cal- within reach of the church to atFoy,
V.
S.
tend as many of these, services as
loway County Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association;
Calloway County Agent.; and W. L. Parr, manager. Graves County Farm possible," D. W. Billington, pasBureau Cooperative.
tor, said.

Elizabethtown, Ky., March 12"Outstanding social and. political
problem oi Kentucky is to build
up our educational system so
that we stand second to' no other
state in the character of our rural
schools, the efficacy of our farm
production, and the health and
happiness of our people," declared
Samuel R. Guard.- candidate for
During 1948 the N.C. & St. L. had
Commissioner of Agriculture when
!he second best safety record of
Through the cooperative effort
he spoke before the annual meetany Group B railroad in the nation of Mr. and Mrs. John McNatt.
ing of the Hardin County Purebred
top.
group
and
1945 .1.10n the
.- Paducahnd the Little
Livestock Association in the Jop
with .a casualty ratio of 6.58. Union 4-11 Club of 20 members.
lin Hotel here last night. Mr M
-Group B railroads work more than the boys and
nd members 'xtritt-lit- Gn
down six planks i
uard laid"ITIAW0A-luaurt"krw -brict-ter th-th' munity have a half-acre play- 000 dependents of the farm federa- what he called his "platform for
50 million.
ground equipped_ for . taas_kettaelt tion in laifflicky already are par;
*Y"- li•ist Winter is still with -us- -Farmers
"
1"."".
"
4"1
"
:4341rt
- Pr
"
Ian
March -17.--Frenny HomeW. S.
Hackworth, tennis and croquet.
_President
ticipating in this community plan. half-dozan points are as followsr
.e getting their Monday,
bl
having
g bturronueci
aprlaenthabeid
The McNatts, whose daughter. which by spreading the risk of
makers Club at 10:30 a.m. in the
General Manager W. J. McWhorter
, I. Elevate the Kentucky Dehome of _Mrs. Gussie Crouch.
and Supt. F. E. Carpenter and Geraldine,- 15. has been a 4-Her hospital expense over a group partment of Agricultudi from a
Mr. and Mrs. Herman K. Ellis of Wednesday. March 19, East Side
-- other high ranking officials of the for the past six years, donated the gives protection from heavy bills
the
of
division
minor to a major
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Club at 130 p.m. in the home of
railroad will be present fur the land adjoining their home for this bra few cents a day.
state government, improving its Harmon one night last week.
purpose, and the 4-H club, of
occasion.
Mrs. Thomas Parker
The Blue,Cross movement for re- service to the farmers and to all
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and Thursday, March 20, Pottertown
R. H. Short. superintendent of which Mrs. McNatt is the leader, lieving part of the financial burthe'peopleof the commonwealth.
Dot were Friday night supper
safety, will present the award It purchased the equipment. Xwentfr den of health care now has over
Club at , 10:30 a.m. in the home
2. Rebuild the Kentucky State
guests of Mr. Irven Miller and
will be received on behalf of the dollars of its cost was awarded the 25.000.000 Americans enrolled; 200,of Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale
Fair under eontinuing, non-political
daughters. .
employe by Harry Dennison of club for its top-ranking record dur- 000 of them in Kentucky.
Friday, March 21. New Concord
management as a year-'round eduClub at 1:30 p.m.
Memphis. engineer and 1946 safety ing the past two years. and $64
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Salmon and
cational institution and convention
was raised through a pie supper
chairman.
sons were Thursday dinner guests
s
ceived included the sum of $10 center.
Guest speaker will be Sid A and minstrel show. Donations reLinville. Sunday night.
3. Help the University of Ken- of Mr. and Mrs. George
and two mercury flood lights. Light
John went home and Butch
beentne even- -more ser,. f
poles for the -playground were reWe hope the colds will all be
grandparents now.
viceable among the land-grant col- is visiting his
set by the REA.
better by next week.
Mr: and Mrs. Elmo Harmon
Future plans of the 4-H club leges of the nation for both refor the playground include the search and instruction in Agri- visited Mr. and Mrs. Dave White
U. 5 :.
RAC oa DivISION M.LINAUKff
un•ay.
purchase Ormore equipment and a culture, Forestry, Veferinary-fited;
1Mt-. -end mil: Dave Harmon and
road-sign marking the recreation icine, and allied topics.
4. Build up Kentucky as the son were •Sunday dinner guests of
Most Famous farm program of all time. center.
Tune In .
nation's outstandiiw nursery for Mr. and Mrs. Logan Harmon.
-The National Farm and Home Hour . . . every Saturwas a Saturday
liveLinville
Tom
In Jackson county, there are the production ,of improved
day ... N.B.C. Network - 12:00 to 12:30 o'clock Cen- 1,900 buys and girls enrolled in stock, -"Seeds, and -sriecialty - crops, dinner guest- of Mr. and Mrs.
_and Butch. Miss
14-H club
marketing what we produce for George r
work..
tral
Henrietta Stom were afternoon
what it is worth.
5. Help expand foreign and do- callers and. Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
evening
were - Saturday
estid - markets for tabacro. and Slum
-sist tobacdo farmers in work- visitors. „„--Bobby Steele spent Saturday
it out a fair adjustment and
night with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Fitts
arketing program.
6. Aid in every way possibte of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and
0 attaiErnent of a rural school
,stem Asa-id to none Ill -the na- son were Sunday dinner guests of
,.n. This means , wage increases Mt. and Mrs. Tom Linville.
A correction please, last week it
✓ well-trained teachers. It means
am-to-market roads, rueal elec- was rePOrted that Mrs. May Grubbs
Ord Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Grubta
. ification. adult education; ad.should have read "visit,
ate medical.supervision and the of H.171.1 -'
.atelopment of our matchless Ken- ed Mr. and Mrs. Zol Swor of Hazel
and" William Grubbs of Route V."
:eltY handicrafts.
The candidate for the agricultural Folks were wondering if William
in had. moved to Hazel..
.mmisslonership,
who lives
edits "Weeder's 'Chatterbox, do you reckon half
.-uisville and
..zette" from his office at Bour- the folks wOuld get out to go to
,•.n Stock Yards, said that he church on one of these cold, bad
uuld develop each of these points nights as they do for The ball
subsequent talks which he ex- games'
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar St. John and
..cts to make in various sections
pri- Kay and Mrs. Kittle St. John
'A
y. state before the 'August
. tralls
were Sunday dinner ge'rsts of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Gipson.Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Collins 'and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs., Clif4CK DODD
1
J?/
for8 Dodd Sunday • afternoon and
n •
Lynn Grove Troop .
1-•
7
'
The Cynn Grove Boy SC011'
et Monday night, March 3. We
..iyed several games and all of 1
had a very good time. .We iir I
. ,lanning to go on a hike next week
!. the weather VII permit us to
:.. so. We are planning many hilt• g and camping trips this summer.
•ve think they will be very soc-ssful due to the help we will
-ceive from our Scoutmaster. Al n Riddings .and our assistant
outmaster, Hugh Frank Miller
a
Gene Summers. Scribe

Cooperation Brings
Useful Playground

urray Route V-

'FILLIS•DIA LINERS

cor-

dial

Homemakers Clubs Hart-Attends State
-- Schedules- -unkinning ee
George Hart. mayor and executive vite Presicknt of ThellIZ-iik
Murray. attended a state planning
cominittee for the Kentucky _Bartkers Association .in Louisville Tuesday. Plans were made for spring
conference programs. Mr. Hart is
chairm:•41 of this comtrrutter

NIrs. Kesler To Open
Kindergarten Here
Mrs. Mary Kesler, wife of the
late Merle T. Kesler, is planning
to open a kindergarten, March 31,
at her home, at 501 North' Sixteenth street. Childreii from 4,-,s
through 6 years of age will be adReservation should- be
mitted.
made immediately by calling Mrs.
Kesler, if you desire to enroll your
child, as only a limited number
of children will be admitted this,
year.
School will be in session five
mornings weekly from 9:00 to 11:30.
A fee of $8 . per Tr doh for each
child will be charged.
Mrs. Kesler is a graduate of
C ol le ge,
Teachers
Southwest
Springville, Mo., with a bachelor
of science degree and has had
several years of experience in
teachirig children. She has an intreating sChedule of song, rythm
hand, -art: -story hour and project
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SEI•E
.
With one treatment SKRACH
60c. $1, $1.50. Pre‘ent ITCH o dgitroy lice
Stores
Drug
At.
25c.
SOAP,
with 4.stag1i.1-S
or Stutts Laboratories,'Florence. Alabama

COLLEGE DRUG
:
Norris Chocolates
Cosmetics
FIFTEENTH AT COLLEGE

DuBarry
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Our Blocks...

Standard Time.
2.12./21-7
'1"212/2/712_/-

HAVE PROVEN SATISFACTORY TO OUR
MANY CUSTOMERS

/0)7.-IN!a1/1/0)//i/ilLi:

THESE LIMESTONE CONCRETE BLOCKS ARE
UNIFORM WELL: CURED AND ARE
PRODUCED IN THE BEST EQUIPPED
PLANT IN WEST KENTUCKY

Q.'1/1/

of

Blocks must be cured before use. When you buy from

us you are assured that you get only cured blocks.

EXCITING

FURNITURE
VALUES
YOU WILL

DODD BLOCK & TILE COMPANY

Boy Scout News

WANT
TO SEE

TELEPHONE

1068

r

Pool's Fishing Derby

IT'S ALL FREE. Any man, woman or child living in Calloway County is ergible.

A great varietg of furniture designed for use and comfort.
COME IN TODAY AND SELECT A PIECE
TO ENHANCE YOUR HOME

Women Attend Meet

Oil Stoves
Kitchen Sinks with Wood
Cabinet
Gas Ranges
Gas Water Heaters
Thor Ironer'

Ranges
and Wood
_
Bed Room Suites

Coal

Studio Couches
Platform Rockers
Colonial Rocakers

FOIV'SALE
•

Dining Room Suite

lots
I. 14 desirable building
701(150 each. Located just west of
°liege.

Secretary
Living Room Suites
Electric Appliances

on lot
house
Five room
it0s300. good location. west of Five
Points
House with two 3-room apart3.
ments. newly built, furnished with
,lectric water heater, electric hot
plate and healing stove. ',Mated
,sest of College.

We have RADIOS of many models and sizes

*4'

CASH

OR

TERMS

4. Two lots on N. 14th St. One
lot 75s176 feel. One lot 70a176 feet.
One lot 70x176 with small store on
.1 and foundation for large store
I ljacent to 61 Village.

"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

Building material - Seasoned
2x.6's. 2x11's. also
lumber.
'tome building Mocks.

Riley Furniture & Appliance

•

6. FOR RENT-T*0 3-room 9nfurnished apartMents.

•
If Interested Call 492
Noon or Night
./2/P..../a./10

East Side Square

CET

El

plus the following nice prizes:
Pfleuger Supreme Casting Reel

FIRST PRIZE ...(For Largest Bass caught)
SECOND PRIZE ...(For second Largest Baas)._

True Texpper Rod (Your Choice)

4fir

South Bend Fly Rod

THIRD PRIZE. (For third largest Bass)

THE RULES ARE SIMPLE:
I.

Open to residents of Calloway County only.

2.

Fish must be caught in Kentucky Lake or
Kentucky Lake,

3.

Fish must be weighed

4.

DERBY staks April 1st and ends November 15, 1947.

at

streams emptying into

POOL'S SPORTS STORE.

You don't have to register. When you catch a nice one, just bring your Fish in and
get it recorded.
And to get things Moving-THE FIRST PERSON,after April lst, to bring in a bass
2 lbs., gets absolutely FREE a nice -My Buddy- leak-proof
weighing as much as 21/
Tackle Box.
CRAPPIE COUNT THE SAME AS BASS.
Get your reels cleaned up, your tackle ready, and LET'S GO!

5.

•

).'

Miss Anna Evans, home deM1iS:
'ration agent, reports that Jeffil s
well" 1--etifieeided
.n rotmty
I Farm and Home Week in Lex• gton, tine out of everS, six homehaving
members
.1.kers club
present. Thirty-one home1
- Akers 'attended the entire
mm and 104 registered at. some
rite during the week. .In the style
rlow, "Fashions in Kentucky:" 29
.l•Ifersciti- coo n 1-y homemakers
•A,stleted garments they had made
clothing construction projects.

FISH FOR FUN

,
PhCo.

KIRK A. POOL & Co

•

"Headquarters For Fishermen"
Murray, Kentucky

-
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.- - Has
grrottin; season of youth. (Sue -whOse morrtoge to Hoorrt Hopkins a sprinkler decorated in pink with ed in serving by Mrs, W. C. Can' Club w...s held Thursday afternoon Rrcgfdtton Para.d.,..playing -piano LKii.kso.
bout. flowrs,
birds. and INI*feting. t The ('hureh
e
'• ',Lockhart sang. ."I'd Rather Have 'was an event of Match 8, was pink streamers leading to the land, Mrs. LeOriard Vaughn and
at 4 ocloca at the clubhouse with number
oss." accompanied by Janet Key. honoree at several ProAdiptiat par=
I Jti
gasA
'-', ;
treee,...reintelieling-tfie-sgr
Mrs. -Dewey.. Crass.
pa Aages.
Mrs iciTIWIGiall.'President. presid-- Mrs. Shelby Madden
The Kirk.sey Woman's'Society of._ •
oetry
,
Thevistore for the program were. nee.
Guests were about twenty close
Miss Sue Cunningham presided
ing „Atter 'a routine * business ReCt*I-11-11.01- R-s‘ vi e w". reeding
In ttrt(an Senile,. met at the, m, . ii„,„ ,,y :ford aliti,,_ miss ,,,rii„.
- On Saturday, March 1. Misses
8.
March
p.m.
meeting a 11.31 tire appreciation pro- poems from. the irtirri
2
There
IA
of the honoree.
church
I
friends
assistwas
the
at
and
bowl
punch
gital :al
.
Otitis .Honchell, district -officer.
Phyllis Farmer, Betty Glasgow and
members,:
, if m m.__„4,11 , were 14 .niernber-- Two visitors and. r
my
ix.,,,,
MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor graes was enjoyed by•
Anne
an
acre
at
Woods
hostesses
fhe closing prayer was given
.
av-.4411"1"
R. I: gall was linsviltered -by r'17-1P
recognized the g reater number of I four children present.
announcement breakfast at the
Telephone 247
by Mrs. E. E. *Douglas.
-'
te...flower: trve. Or bard. Bible_ flowers and obiezts of nature in I The msetirig opened with group
hoine of Miss Farmer. The centersinging tollciwed by, the devotional.
A COMPLETE EXCLUSIVE SHOP WITH A
qpiatrinons with reference to nit- both the parade and review.
•
piece was, pink,gladioliand orange
ionary
Has
Miss
Lnion
by
Cappie
was
Betty
Mrs.
The
Miss*
by
n
lesso
given.
e
i
ture
,
west:
blossoms, and .place cards in the
COMPLETE STOCK OF
1. '
I he members were invited to
. Garden Club -Program Is
Beale. . The Influence Or Nature the dining Nom where the follow _'Palmer. Mat' Reid. .:nd Christelle Voting People's Class
bridal motif bort; the aianamee• On Nature Appreciation
- on. Poets and Minacians" was pre. ing hostesses served refreshmeitts: , Pakii`"1..
- •
e°m- •On:rriday evening. FebruarY 28-• ment of the engagement.
Ed'I"• The Nlarch me'eting. of the Gar. ..-ented by Mrs.
mentl-d on -Some Children of the ,he WOMall
J Hortin.'Mrs:
S Missionary Union of
'
Covers were laid for Misses Cuned
. Mrs. C. T Sihulz,.
den Department 01 the Woman's W H Brooks presented a "Musical !Mrs.
the F.-st Baptist Church sponsored ningham. Leiricia Outland, Carolyn
•
is C A Bible"
Carmon Gra ham, M•
M
"The Infinite in Clothes for the Infant"
The followinsf children took part missior study classes of the Ftiung Vaughn. Ann 'Dickinson of Tren- I Hale. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson. kris
!bulbs. packaged seeds, and other in the program: Gwendolyn Pierce. neplc'z erganizations; Supper Was ton, Tenn.. Betty Smith. Mary Jo
:favors were presented by the Jane Blankenship, Wayne Manning .t': red to the 'group attending. Skagg.;, LaVora Holland, Anita Lee
chateman. Mts. Ryan. The first and Bobbie Walker. Mks: Mary There were 70 :prb-sent including Crass, and the hostesses.sprme flowers were displayed by Radford. secretary • of children's n.'..c.:ers. sponsors and. helpers
work, gave a most interesting reMiss Cunisingharn was agairi
The,. seveit. attterent irogps oirMrs. J. 1 Willis.
view, in picture and story. .of .,-iiitize.1 for the young_ rople are honoree on Thursday afternoon."The Children Who Live In India." The Sunbeam and Junior Girls when
Misses Letricia
Outland.
Legion And Auxiliary
Mrs..=aford and the children have Attittliary ,---4 he hitei medisde .Girls Anna Lee Crass arui Caeolyn
Entertainments
ti I Sponsor
been studying the children of has .tivaxili..ry ;Rose Marlowe). the Vaughn were hostesses at a mis• Of the first quarter of a century oak Murray
Leglyll POSI No. 73 and "it,. in Their extra
u•--ku=h Isfuntor -Royal Ambassador. the In- cellaneous shower at the home -of
the
of
speech
the
to
listened
the
just
have
Legion Auxiliary held a Joint are held each Thursday' Ai 7 p.m. termediate Royal
College, we
Ambassador the tomer. A pink and white
meeting last .Thursday evening in All children ih the community are .Ecilernan), The Rebecca Tarry color scheme was developed in the
PARIS, TENN.
grand old man. Dr.-Carr, the first president. It
Corner Highways 69 and 79
the Legion Lounge over Rudy's res- invited to attend these sessions. Young Wonians Auxiliary and the decoration. Gifts were arranged on
was a great speech.
Wildy Berry, Legion The adults also have Bible study Luella Houston Young WornanS a table over which was suspended
taurant.
Commander. presided. The :meet- and prayer meeting at the same Anxiliar','Ail v:ere combined into
ing was, given over to the discus- time each week
ur classes.
Our hearts are heavy because et the death of
sin and planning of varso,ns proTeachers were f!-.E. pastor. R,
short business session was
Mrs. Barkley, wife of Senator Alben W., whose
jects -spcstrstirect -try-the orgarnta- held. followed by the Bible study.
Sawyer: Mr.,. Eugene Ship%Alla
funeral wilt- be---hirld in Paducah this _afternoon.
Mm, oTorryn5frs,
was. "SelfIthe Skibjeet --Of- -which
M*4- will- help mudr-tn
ittesporrstsr-the-iest--seterind-sasel-giegiehisa,"
tete eepor
The interest on. the 'part of, the
pea--snee. of McGee. the Magician
such a case.
The -members were delighted na
at .the college auditorifilif- iStr- WW11: have. Misses France' Sexton and, young. people in t;.e meetings was
nesday: Maren 19. Proceeds will Virginia Honchell present. They gratifying :Ind the spirit was good.
go--to the rural dortors' fund.-The were seeking information Which
'
store
Only 16 more days to trade with this old
the is' expected- to be helpful to all the Prayor Week Observance
group also
plans to open
under my management, but we can predict that if
lounge for bingo games beginning "societies in the future.
By Baptist Women
yoi, will suppert the new management under Wilabout APril 1.
• •'
the .eniral week
have
liam and Grace Jeffrey and littfe Bill as you
Projects of the Auxiliary inclae
of prayer for home missions, the
Group
Hayes
Belle
Mattie
for me, the same courtegies and friendly benefits
ditalent
local
of
Show
a Variety
Indies of the First Baptist Church
rected by Miss Jacqueline Robert- Meets With Mrs. Barnwell
of an independent merchant will offer you standmet Monday, March '3 The meetCircle
Hayes
Belle
Manse
The
riiihe benefit of the Auxiliary
ard merchandise for many years to come.
ircs continued through Ariday.
home
at
evening
Monday
the
met
and Girl Scouts to be presented on
with Mrs. nu-eting each- afternoon. InterestWe are receiving quite a lot of items that have
Marth 28.'and sending the monthly of Mrs Robert .Barnwell
in. programs were given about the
co-hostess.
as
Cirter
J.
E.
d of ssx
carte for a- Icng time.
pion (414. by the
preslderitMrCT •,:! groups and were well attended.
chide' this rrionth will be a birt
We will offer von many favors, so come in every
. The _spirit was that of good
fee- one of- the patients, Buccal- sfrftrey., a . very interestingday
time in town to see what we have to offer. ,
tellOwship. - Leaders for
Illt.5s Lula
Members of the reh.abilstation corn- program was heard. •
:each day were: Monday. Mrs. EuChil
*The
presented
Beale
Clayton
CHM.
C•RIPPPLED
•ro
--H4R--R
this
of
.
.
chaate.•
mitt e in
P1 EASC. R F
seclude Mrs Claude Anderson.
Lassiti•r: Wedresday, Mrs. R. H.
DREN EASTER SEALS DRIVE.
Elliott -Wear red.; three pirgibles of
_ F:,1welL Iluiralay, Mrs. George
The'TeTi-aier
well and Mrs B.sa Ann' Childers
A social hour "was enjoyed and 17.s:church -and Friday.. Mrs A. G.
1
1
-loiseisiesa-so
reTrisTuneras ;Were serVed. by-th; Enttlemet, --,-The general theme for
4..uxifiary voted t buy a piano for hostesse.•
the. week..vras "Croa-n Thy Good
.. . _
ttle lounge. irri tables. chatrs and
Wien FIrrgterbood."
.
•
. • •
by
voted
other turn,stisi.-a- The _ offering . to dal- wis '
Mrs. ('art Lockhart Is
both orsaniz
largest offering for hom.e inisr.,•
Leader At Lynn Grove
io the h1story et the mission 't!-,.
During the social hour refresh;
Lockh-rt was the gan.zation and was not vet
Mrs Carl
merits were served to approximateWitichword for ttie..4ritaf•• Commander Cal- leader Fs.dav afternoon at the
.y
meeting 'CI thesWotnar17.i_SOCTetY of is G, ye . . and make' discn
lahan-et Calsiosigo- *ad-.
of the Lynn!ot a/1 naliorm- Matt. 28:19.
•
tr,.• por- christian ,Service
In Murr
Grove Methodist Church, which
Pre...."iclunt oi the groups is Mrs. A.
Naval'un.t
pose ot orggrazing
Cts.lov..ay County were guest. of Was held at, the church. Mrs,: Bun F. : Yantey.. Mrs . Eugene Shipley
presidenT. _presided -over 'I; Pi'ogram Chairman, 1n-51 ?Ars.
-•.he organization
I Arnwridt. Whito..1. rope:ter.. -- .
th 011sitiesi
• •
Mrs LoCkhart led the dev,,tion.,I i
Mrs. Ravmon Wrather
R. L. THORPE, Manager
Mrs. ifix Harris and Mr. J.,e1 'Pre
PHONE 1073
:,iftit'izil Partie
l
I Has W.S.C.S. Meet
CraWgii'd chsclessed "Childrvii
Honor Mise Cunningham
Ni.,reh Their Church
Saturday aftert.,.en
Bur Swann
.1 C..les Carip Grniird •
Cunningham.
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Cryotalat.
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Mrs.
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Coloram-adert. presided cr.
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CLOTHS, TOYS, GIFTS

TODAY IS FOUNDERS DAY
CELEBRATION

DIAPERS AS LONG AS THEY LAST

I

THE BABY SHOP

s,-

a. a

THE OHIGTALLEY GAS COMPANY

DI

Dealers In

BOTTLE GAS AND REFRIGERATION
invites you to come and see t e

NEW

COROAIRE HEATING

AND

COOLING-

WE HAVE TWO ON DISPLAY NOW
One Heatigg and the other Cooling

T. 0. TURNER

The Ohio Valley Gas Company

tn'n•remben,

Lerman's

1212 WEST MAIN
Between Waters arid Hatchett's-GroeerY

CLOSEOUT SALE
• Leftovers from Winter!

.16r :Spring Drama

BLANKETS!

As Seen in GLAMOUR

All-Wool

*YOU

$795

147.iiee ?weed

Girl Scoot News

LADIES SWEATERS
annuls

..‘2..0 .1110

f

It's

.110 %, Anted

ill

$3.88

52.88

51"
LADIES W001 SKIRTS
•

.1% lea and

11
Values $1.8*8
8 1
)
to 54:9
.•,

•

-i•e• r note"
•••••-,,

to

SILK BLOUSES
25`
SNUGGIE PANTS
,„„ SWEATERS 49 98

LADIES

Values
£3.98

$188

reduced

-CHILDRi_NS

atom •t, La. - nra.
•••.

'as seem In Glasuessr•

.11

GIRLS PRINT DRESSES 7S:,:e1s. 79c
POLO SHIRTS $1.19 value 69c
MEN'S WORK SHOE SPECIAL
Has Oil Treated Roan Leather Uppers with
Solid; One-piece,Brick i'No seam to rip out)
Priced at $4.98
S17.'S .

6 to 11

Visit Lermv's Bargainieasement
Clearance on Boys & Mens Mackinaws,
Jackets and other winter apparel

Country Boy Sres
small 194 of
t

No. 1870

BOATS
r rre,del
,
so drag
• ed I.
•
slawbrthi. safer for Kv. Lake.

The perfect tweed suit-

ASSAUL

Price $85.00
•
';‘)W T.AKINT: rierliEft% faN A
("Wit- t tHST SERVED
i
Sir ra,sot

Towne Twill, a itahardine-like
weave with a bird-winfi sheen,

332.5°

does a dramatic -cover - tip with long, poinied, braid -etched- collar
buttoning under the chin.

Braided balloon sleeves flare up from

close-caught wrists and a silver-snap -half belt accents the narrow,
'Our.* 011

all fiFdPr%.

, Country Boy.Stores
Ad and As

Lerman Bros. Inc.

rir,„„„

11.4%e ju.t been ,..‘‘ ar(1,-,1

‘‘,
PAM"(

I'I

1514

fitted waistline.

A coat for dress-up in colors,youlloire_---4gold,.

sa-ge„,beige, cocoa. navy and black.

Sizes 10 to 12.

Olt
HARDINS
Ifopkinsvilie
Phones

On the days you don't wear it ;ou wish you had

Littleton's

and button hole's, has a smart, easy-going air, yet it's trim

.4

as

a needle. Toffee Tweed runs a little broken check in tan,
1Vown or !shirk with.whitt to show color and texture
It's m w, it's smart and it's

10 to 18.
definitely for YOU, out of Glamour! Sizes .
•
No. i220

p
.

ft .

The jacket

with its four big patch pockets, each with Niree buttons

rather than design.

H

322.5°

the kind you never tire of.

I...

S.

•

elo•

•

s
11.

•

a.
.
.

McFadden--Brandon Vulva- Following-as abost.-Aimaiddiag- vda?
•
Are said In Paris
Mr. and Mrs. Mott are,̀:at borne
street.
EArn
on
parents
his
with
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene McFadden
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Colburn Mr. Mott will continue his studies
Garden Club Plans
of Paris, Tenn. ,announce the mar,
Friday. March 14
announce the marriage of their in commercial flying.
Arbor Day Program
Mrs. B. 0 Langston will be hoS- riage of their daughter, Eugenia,
At High School
daughter. Mary Frances, to Kentess to the Friday bridge club at to Perry B. Brandon. son of Mr.
. Robert Brandon, Hazel.
and Mr,
her home at 2:30 p.m.
The Garden Club is planning a neth Mott, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Willie Swann Celebrates The vows were read on February
Saturday. March 15'
Hartior Day program to be given L. Mott. The single ring ceremon4 Eighty-ninth Birthday
9 March 21 at Murray High School was read on Saturday evening.
The Lee Farmer Chapter of C1li.1- 22 in the study of the Methodist
Mr. Willie Swann celebrated his
auditorium ok 2 o'clock p.m.. ac- March 8 at seven o'clock at the 89th birthday ors..Sunday, March 2, dren of Confederacy will . meet Churth at Paris 'wilt the Rev.. L.
cording to Mts. John Ryan, presi- home of the officiating minister, at the home of his daughter. Mrs. with Mrs. M. D. Holton and Mrs. 0. Hartman officiating.
the Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr. in the Ottis Patton, on Olive street. D. F. McConnell at 1:30 p.m. All
dent.
girls' will be .eseused in time to atwere Mr. and
This program will be given for presence of the immediate families. Those present
and Mrs. John Lend Girl Scout troop meetings.
the four home economics classes Miss Sue Hendon was the bride's Bunn Swann*, Mr.
.
Monday, March 17
Mr. and
will include poetry, only attendant, and Jamie- Harrell Myers, Mrs. John Sims,
there and
The March business meeting of
Mrs. Dale Myers. Mrs. James P.
music, and contests. The club has served the groom as best man.
and the Woman's. Club will be held at
Miss Colburn chose for her wed- Miller and Rodney and Mr..
promised the classes a contributhe club house at 7:30 pm. A one
Patton and Zann.
tion in plants for the beautifica- ding a pale blue crepe frock with Mrs. Ottis
act Plify. written by Mrs. C. S.
health
good
enjoys
Swann
Mr.
was
corsage
Her
the
black
where
accessories.
yard
school
tion of the
Lowry, will be presented.
ay.
Su
every
church
attends
and
wore
Miss
•
'Hendon
the
gardenias.
of
memoriar bronze tablet for
Tuesday. March 18
conhigh school boys who served in the a blue, suit with corsage of red His friends wish for hien
The general Council of the First
ppiness.
tinuation of health an
rosebuds.
war is being located.
Christian church will meet at the
The Rev.
church at 2:30 p.m.
Monroe Schuster of Hopkinsville
will be the guest speaker.
The W M.S. of the First Baptist
church will meet at 2:3Qpp.m. at
the church for the regular business
•
and program meetuig.
Ladies of the Presbyterian church
will meet at the Red Cross room to
.
sew fur the day.
The circles of the .W.S.C.S. will
meet at 2:30 o'clock as follows:
Circle one at the home of Mrs. R.
. Lamb, 315 NoriPt Sixteentht
street; Circle two with Mrs. LeonDEMOCRACY MEANS FREEDOM.
ard Vaughn on Broad street: circle three at the horne of Mrs. E. A.
A person that lives for self does not know what freedom means.
Tucker, 109 South Ninth street;
is.
freedom
what
know
cannot
sin
any
to
A person that Is a slave
circle four at the home of Mrs. W.
A person that has a wrong motive in his heart on anything does not know what freedom is.
A. sell, 1106 Olive street.
The regular meeting of the Music
A person cannot be happy unless he does know freedom.
Club will be held at the club house
God says, The truth will make you free.
a,
at 7:30 p.m
Freedom then comes from knowing truth and living What you know.
s.
Wednesday, March 19
The. United Daughters of the
Seek to know the truth on any subject before you act, There are too many people that want
Confederacy will meet with Mrs.
to take your freedom away from you, if you let man take your freedom away, God will not be
Warren Swann at 2:30. There will
pleased and you will be a slave to someone all of your life.
be a guest speaker from Memphis.
All men should participate actively in selecting leaders, in shaping laws, ind in dischargTenn
ing the responsibilitN of government. Every man should be free to think, to speak, to write, to
Thursday. March 20
create, to approve and to criticize, to assemble, to worship God as he chooses, and to follow the
The Home Department of the
dictates of his own conscience. Sod put the desire for freedom in the heart of man, and woe, to
any person that takes it out.
Woman's Club will have a luncheon
meeting at 1:30 o'clock at the club
Democracy means rule Of law.
house.
mobs,
of
passion
the
against
liberties
and
rights
All individuals should be protected in their
Saturday. March 22
the vengeances of party, the tyranny of police, the ambitions of mad men and the arbStrary in-Departnsei4---4.1--.
Thevasions of government.
Woman's Club will have a lun,
Democracy means to live under grace.
throii iifeetiog`at 12!30- at the club
Love your brother, Do good to those
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you
house. Mrs. J. E Warren of Maythat hate you.
field will be the guest speaker
Members May Make . reservations
Democracy means individual responsibility
with 'the hostess committee listed
If (men) employ their liberties merely to further their own selfish interest if they are'-in
in the year book
different to the public good they sink back into bondage.
•
A democratic form of government is the only government that can stand because a true deWesleyan Guild Nears
mocracy is a true Christian government.

SOCIETY
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I Cal burn-Mott MarriageSolemnized ,Saturday

Social Calendar

For
wkiding, Mn Iyandon Irnmediatekt;_aket. the ceremony
chose 1 Spring Model of navy arid the couple left frit A honeymoon in
They are ww,
whiffs with white accessories and 1St. Louis. Mo.
corsage.
wore an orchid
, making their home in gt.' Louis,
Mrs.,Brandon has been employed where Mr. Brandon • i.s attending:
.
with the War Department at Milan,
• . ..._
Tenn., arsenal. Mr. Brandors served with the Eighth Air Force in Mrs. E. S. biUguid, Sr.,
England. Since his discharge, he
I Has 91st Birthday Dinner .
has been employed with- the War
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Sr. was hen!
Term.
Ridge.
Oak
.
at
Department

ore! on Sunday, March 9. in cele-w
bration of her ninety-first birthday. *Members of the immediate
fasnily gathered at her home on
Main street for the birthday dinner.
. Congratulatory messages were'
reeeived from out-of-town friends
and gifts were Presented Mrs. Diu-guid in honor of the occasion.

.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

at& Zolson4
olot B 0110/47,
lezeitolt Aee/Zieawm izeez4,o/veeeein,
--asfor'

"DIMOCTaCNI

f

The worst enemies of America are the Christian people that are not living Christianity.
America, unlike other countries, was founded on Christian principles. If ('hristian people
will arise and live like Christiana America would stand out as a light house to all other countries.

Don't Fail To Do Your 'Part

•

MRS. W. P. ROBERTS.

•

"Th
,^T-.41„. 11
1.

s,

•
aC•ii

•

The Murray Nursery & Florist
800

Slurray. Kentu. ky

Phone 74.J

..=•••.•1110.

0

"If

I Mrs. Shelby Hadden

Mrs. Shelby Midden was guest
speaker. - at the meeting of' the
Wesleyar2 Service 'Guild of the
Methodist church -which was held
Monday evenkpg at the home of
Miss Charlotte Owen. Mrs. Had den „gave a most interesting disMrs
cus.sion on "Stewardship.Cecil Farris was program 'leader
and the devotional was led by Mrs
The benediction
Robert Moyer
was by Mrs. Bernard Bell.
Preceding the program the presi,Charles Mason Baker.
dent.' ildrir
conducted the routine business ses.
sion
Dainty refreshments were served
by the hostesses, Miss Owen. Mrs
Mrs. Harr
Bell and
Bernard
Douglas.
New members present were Mesdames Charles Miller, Dick Sykes.
Rob Bradley and Lynn Lassiter.

MM MM .W

•••1.

Pre-Easter Opening
1'

Friday and Saturday,
March 14 and 15

s

We have a large selection of clothing for children
up tcr42 years old. Many nationally advertised .brantifi_.,-d others.
that are seen in Parta MagaziRG_ID

•

SALESLADIES TO SERVE YOU.:
A true South.of•the-Border spirit
is the keynote of this exclusive
Doris Dodson print, "Holiday in
Mexico". Printed rayon Miami in
two fiesta color combinations—
royal, orange, fuschia, green -orpurple, rust, turquoise, kelly. Sizes
9 to 15 $8.98:
•

MRS. FRANK ALBERT STUBBLEFIELD
•
MRS. FRANK LANCASTER
MRS. MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS

A specialty shop devoted exclusively to children's
wear, and too, you will find quality merchandise at very
reasonable prices.
You are invited to attend our opening and inspect
our merchandise.
A speCial inVitation to Mothers and Fathers.

The Mary Russell Shop

•

l

-

••••••••••••••••.”.M.011.

Vpper right — Doris 14odsdn's "Animal
Kingdom", named for the fascinating little
creatures embroidered on patch packet.
Butcher rayon linon. Copen and light blue
—pink and rose de hots—light greys and
dark grey. Sizes 7 to IS. $12.95.
Upper left— A dress you'll live in ...Doris
Dodeon's "City Wise".., may be worn with •
or without crisp weskit jacket. Butcher rayon linon ...• it's a Brighton fabric"...
black or navy with white. Sizes 9 to IS.
(As teen in Modern Screen and Glamour)

gkasScott's
"The Fashion Shop for Worn.-n"

505 WEST MAIN STREET.

e.m,..=•.1.4.1."... 411.0•1

-Power-fresh as btossoms after
--an April fain...this nosegay
of Doris Dodson dresses is waiting
for you to come in and take your pick! You'll find
intriguing prints... vivid pastels.. ,clean-cut
navy and white.. every style and color your heart
desires. Youthful as springtime itself,
yet with a demure sophistication all their own,
these delightfully different juniors are
specially styled to flatter your figure... and
keep your budget healthy.

04111.41111;1111.4•Mm1114.
POIN.1•1111,

w..••••••.resSolmr..n.mr.

•

#•

•
• 11

•

COPY FADE
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•
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maintain a -decent salar.% by spend- fiends .ind to,
The 35 sorority girls were pre11(e
the hours
f kept clear. ,a, described above. a member of the' National- 111011131`
Ernest 1.7ate Are
ing as little Cr maintenance and the theatres---durms
sented corsageS -made by 'Mrs. 0.
signs
by
either
an71
-Y
marked
be
Tri-Hiof
shall
y
Society. secretar
\t.ed In Las- Vegas
upkeep as possible and give the operation.
L. Brown and her committee from
For that reason We have taktn I placed at either end of said space of the Senior class, and was active
teacher- a small raise
the Garden -Department of the
MarMary
Miss
e
of
k
marriag
sidewal
The
the
copy.hf
of
at
a
painting
making
student
the
a
by
or
Telephone 890
in dramatics. She is
Decarations
_The VAX -raise froni -5- ceritSto j the privilege of
Woman's Club.
late
Fourth and Poplar Streets
the
of
r
,
daughte
Overbey
tha•
both
to
Sent
.
curbing._
Murray State College;
were
house
taken into acrount lit this !the ruling Which was
club
the
of
.SI 50
M. Oserbey. Sr., of both floors
s7- • Mr Georze Hart and
717 riy,
Mr. _Plain, .the son of Mr. and Mr. :aid Mrs. L.
Violation of these orders is sub,,'•'
• The le .cl •
tr'al.t,
yr
ject to the penalties as provided in
Chap. 227 pp 227.990. The jurisdiction of su:h matters and the responsibility , for enforcement shall
lie within local officers. -.Failures
moor
f enenicement shou-ia• this office immediately.
4
Given under' my hand this the
16th djiy of January 1947 in th-e_tif.,

T
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pictures below)
(Justfind yourself—or your family=in the

Mrs - Garnet Rat of Toinahawk.
Martin ebnnty.' netted 9125 from
135 hens during January. the hens
iv,ei-aging -23 eggs.

TELEPHONE 9117

' SIXTH and MAIN

"What could
the,Red Cross
do for you?"

C ,rnmonwealth of Kentucky.
ankfull _
Harry B
Harry B Wilson
Therefor • of -Inaurance -•
,
Commonwealth of
Kentucky

of IV
base
foot
one

80WF

with

ARE YOU A VETERAN
WITH A PROBLEM?

soNNINIE)

WILL YOUR CHILD GO
SWIMMING THIS SUMMER?
her life!
'Ihe Red Cross may save
Rod Cross gives
the
nation,
the
Throughout
safety.
training in swimming and water
has bison
The drowning rote in the U. S.
begun.
cut in half since this program was

You can get, help with anything
from stubborn personal troubles
to your benefit claims!
The Red Cross helped more than
/390,000 veterans last year, through
hom• servic• work•rs in chapters.

DO YOU LIVE IN
ONE OF THESE AREAS?

I.

WILL YOU BE IN AN
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT?

Every one had a serious disaster
last year!
Your Red Crass saves lives, supplies
•mergisncy food and medicine, •ven
restores homes according to need.

tear

IF

ML

Even the moat careful driver
can't be surel
Thar* ore 11,000 Red Cross
highway first-old stollens and
mobile units operating in your
i Noma.

HAVE YOU A BOY (OR GIRL)
IN THE ARMED FORCES?

1 International Harvester

Today—tomorrow—any day
may bring a real need for the
services of a Red Cross field
director, recreation or hospital worker!
At home and abroad,the
...rnt4isiaaveistiat• acasuiate•
Red Cross for the armed fer7i•s
are•tlrfriAitang ref porisibilialk.

Announces

I New Line of-Tmcks!
4/••••••--

. .
I

,I
,

ational Model KB-1
fn the pictureabove you see the new Intern
wheetbases, 113"
two
in
ble
is
availa
with pickup, body. This truck
Green Diamond
der
-cylin
6
s
famou
the
--and 125". It i, powered by
, and devel4-1/8"
a
stroke
a
and
3-5/16
of
bore
a
- engine. Which has
ops 112-4/.10 brake horsepower at 3,400 rpm.

GOING TO HAVE A BABY?
You'll be'a better mother after
Red Cross training!
in nutrition, mother and
Cl
baby core, and family health, are
available in hundreds of Red Cross
chewers.

"

load cap.,Xcity, ..and
The-. pickup body has exceptionally large
hood, cowl and
grills,
hlencli well.r with the graceful contours of the
appearance
ctive`
distin
of
unit
cab. forming, a light duty transportation
And maximum utility.
ase Chassis -is 77.1/4"
The standard body for the 113" wheelb
s is
125" wheelbase chassi
•
in length, and the- standard body for the•
89-1/4" in length.
•

GIVE

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER TRUCK
Representative in Murray and Calloway
County Is The

•

•••••••

Ii

1 Mupday Equipment Co.1
. • ' Pivene 63
. ,•
.
v
,
11=r
-vaniNICIMIRMINIII=AMMINellIII:1111•
---ip
.

RAY N1UNDAY
,
mime saarairmaz a

1
Vv. B. ,IJAVI
.
—.
11111c" immi

•

WILL ILLNESS
INVADE YOUR HOME?
No family id immune!
Red Cross training in home nursing
is a protection hirigntern• sad the
community. Altogether 7,710,980 in- ,
dieiduals have risciived Red Cross
Il•m• Nursing certificates.

see? How easily it may be you
Don't you"
need the Red Cross? See—how much
who will
country,
—how very much—it means to yotir
to have -lf
to your community, to you yourse
able to
this great organization ready and
why you
See—
help?
for
cry
answer the next
can—
you
all
should give now—give
to the American Red Cross?

30

so your

RED CROSS can carry on!

I his Advertising Pai4 for by the Following F irms:

LUNG'S BAKERY

OHIO VALLEY GAS COMPANY

LERMAN BROS.

RILEY'S -FURNITURE AND
APPLIANCE COMPANY

HATCHETT'S GROCERY

GLADYS SCOTT'S DRESS SHOP

MURRAY FASHION SHOP

HALE'S LUNCHEONETTE

ROB

.5_-

-

.
4/11
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•
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Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

A.A.A. NOTES BY Q. D. WILSON

One Pound of "ANTU" Can Kill 200,000 Rats!
Articles appearing in recent
issues of Liberty Magazine,
Country Gentleman, Farm Journal, Readers Digest, etc., attest
to this fact.

,

•
4; .
s:41,
;

•
-re-c

r

Small amounts of VerNosT
.
stt• "Antu" Rat Killer have
killed tip to 4000 Rats in one location, within 48 hours after
baiting.
For Details See
Authorized Vernost Dealer:.

J. T. WALLIS & SON
TELEPHONE

360 MAIN

ELECTRIC FLOOR WAXER
AND POLISHER
• RENT BY DAY •

Calloway County Lumber Company

MM.

North

Telephone 72

Fourth Street

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Hor7e on South 14th St., five rooms,
full bast-rnznt. lights, water available.
Eouipmcnt in house for bath. Lot 150_1?y
256 ... 256 feet frontage on 14th St.
Farm ,C 4C acres, 3 miles southeast
of Murray; one 3-room house with full
basement; one 2-room house of two 16foot rooms; all new. 6-stall stock barn,
one tobacco barn; well water. All land
sown in red top and jap hay. Possession
with deed.

IF YOU WANT TO SELL or BUY
REAL ESTATE
-

Fifteen new merribers were inlki4ated by the Murray Lions • Cleh
The Calloway County AAA Office will start taking orders for Tuesday evening at the Woman's '
lime Monday, March 17. We will Clubhouse. Lion D. L. Snyder was
not be able to take orders for phos- in charge of the initiation program.
guests of the club Tuesday inphate at the •present time. The
prospects for phosphate before July cluded Maynard Rogaciale, R. L.
1 look very gloomy. If you can Winebarger, Donald Tucker, Dr.
, Preston Jones, and
find any phosphate for sale our Walter Baker-r
advice is for you to buy it and if Newell Kainc.
properly used you will receive pay
Lion F. D. Mellen presented facts,
and figures pertaining to the timfor it.
Only 25 per cent of the farmers berlands of Calloway county and
in , the county have signed their suggested that the club support
1947 farm plan.. You will not be the conservation Program 100 per
contacted at your home this spring cent. "The prosperity of, CalroWay
and it is very necessary that it be CountY, to a great extent, depends
signed in order to earn payments upon the conservation of timber
for certain practices. Practitces by the populace- of thisoarea.- Lionapproved for the 1947 program in- Mellen said.

and timothy sod -which had been
for four years. He
- in pasture
planted Ky. 41A. jra each of the
three_ years.- he produced an average of a ton of tobacco to the.
acre, and sold it for more than
$1.000 to the acre. On his allotment of 1.4 acres in -IA8. he produced 3,548 pounds, or at the rate
oft 2,534 pounds per acre, said
Farm Agent John R. Watlington.
He received 60 cents per pound.

SEE

MURRAY LAND COMPANY
W. C. HAYS
Telephone 547-J

constructing stock-water dams an
planting rossi crops on the
pon
our, terracing land to reduce
er ion, draining wet land with tile
ur ditches, planting forest areas-and
he -vesting certain needed legume
r•-eds. Details thay be obtained al
c runty AAA Office.
Remember the cotton crop insurance campaign is still On.- 11 you
aoe a cotton grower and are interested in having your cotton crop
insured come to the AAA Office fur
further information.

Miss

Zann

Patton'

and

Miss'

•

Lochie Fay Hart were winners in
- speakinifelfitest held at Murray
High School last Friday. Miss Patton will represent - Murray High
as poetry reader and Miss Hart as
Interpretive reader at the interon
scholastic contest at the
March 22,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

•

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

That's the Expert
Service Our
Mechanics
Give You ...

Cubs- becoming full-fledged Lions
clude spreading ground limestone
on farm l'and, applying phosphate Tuesday evening included „Ory.ille
to eligible grasses and legumes, ap- Dublin, Freed-Cotham, Henry Fulplying potash to grasses and leg- 'ton, R. L. Cooper, John H. 'Ironer.
umes. seeding winter cover crops. Robert Holland, Pete Gregor-Y, Geo.
turning under green manure crops. Furgerson, James Hamilton, Jack
fstahlialairig___o_sr improving pasture. Colson, Glindell Reeves, Eugene

FOR RENT

00 .

4

Tobacco Yields Well Zann Patton And
When Estil Barrow of Logan Lochie Fay Hart__
county started growing tobacco
EvOnt
three years ago, he set his plants Win Speech
•
•
ots broken land of korean, redtop

Fifteen Are. Iitiated
By Murray Lions
Club Tuesday Night
.:. .

and C. M. CdtheY.
Failing to answer questions on
-the 'lends and. consequence" quit. •
Cuba Cathey, Furgerson and Colson
were forced to attempt remoyal of
beans front one _bowl to another .
with. thoth picks. Cubs Holland, ---:Gregory, Cooper and Geurin drew
round tit applause as a .quartet
singing -Working on the Railroad."
Cub Dublin, as. Daniel Boone, -told
of his vast experiences as a pioneer to Kentucky. Cubs' Hamilton,
Trotter, Fulton. -Reeves and Carspace for each chick. Operational costs
By utt MILLER
„vary according to the weather, type
Farm-Etectrification Bureau
son were given the Lisk ad_blowing
up balloons until they burst fend
It does little good, so far as pro- of brooder house, number of chicks
were ably assisted by Lion Mover ductson profits are concerned, to count brooded and the type of brooding
your chicks—even arter they ars.- management followed. In general,
tossing lighted firecracker
4 kilowatt
1
hatched—if they fail to live through however,. about % to /
Ciits Freed Cotham
their- -feet):
tha brooding season. This same line hours of power are consumed per
underwent S 'lacier by— The- deft of reasoning also applie&to little pigs, chick during spring brooding periods.
By Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
fingers of Cub Henry Fulton.
Pig brooders usually consist of a
farrowed in the early-spring and fall.
I
ME and Airs. RaTirh--- Wilford
en
of
two sides. Heat is providcd by a
because
on
annually
come
ip
lost
are
daut hter and Mt. end Mrs. Her- structed the -Cub:- in Lionisn's
inl.landc_siga.t.."1_417111—
1nrss-bkcIg'---4-24-- eeDes.targmokintel
-1Ic-'-g.-I-rO•"m--s
man Edwards- and .-daust*iter spent welcomed theoloitiblee--intsr.--the tt.4.g hi-ai!
s who'll have been cfuthed. or of 100 to 150 watts, 'the size of lamp
IA!
Sunday in the home of Mr. and club, after- which certificate.Mrs. Revel ftheline. pins were preSented ,to the. I. v _
. _
.
-Mr --end - Mrs. Rola e t Hoak of .eonner4
•
Ohio have moved to Coldwater. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Bazzell and
family were Sunday •afternoon
callers 01 Mrs. Ethel Darnell.
The flu has hit our commusitv
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hill and daughter spent Sunday in the home of and several of the children are out
of action!. Others are off from
Mi. and Mrs. Dore'Hill.
their work.'
Mr. and Mts. Ben Cotham visited
Mr. and Mrs. George Gibson of
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
visited_ Sunday
Murray
Page of Mayfield Sunday
norne of Mi. and Mrs. Elmo BurC. L. Jordan .is reported imton.
proved in the Clinic at Murray.
-Mrs. Ida. Miller visited Mr. and
Frank Hargrove spent Saturday
Pers.. Elmo Burton Wednesday evnight in the home of Mr. 'and Mrs.
ening and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Virgle Bridges,
Rose: and family Thursday and
Wilkerson
Fred
Mrs.
Mr. and
Thursday night.
_
have moved to Paducah.
- Mrs. Lillian- Dunn suffered a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hoak spent very painful accident. Wednesday
Sunday night in the home of Mr. by sticking a nail in her foot. chilled in their effarts to keac-p warm 1 depend:rot oh the degree of her'
She was removed to the hospital during told bioNantl
and Mr:- Carl Hoak.
Iti the i :les:ltd. The reflector is bolted s,
gettirig along case et chicks, thrfe
itat additional eurely to the top of the hover. ws
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Haneline and to be treated and is
brooding factir to cons.ticr, for c:tg the light directed through a ho'
daughter ald Mr and Mrs. Robert very well.
in the bans , „bout 1 inch smaller than the diats•
Another land transit r has been production mtans
Bazzell were Sunday night callers
!,:tcr of the rcItc.tor. A 2.x 4 in.'
. can't
Mr. and —and chicker.°
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ly- made in this "chtrimunity.
arid lay ergs at 1!..o oort. tiro-. TO 1 itt.,arcf or tr,etallic.-guard, neress IS
si;ld
Mrs. Riley Miller erf H,mzel
tottny as;)entail of the brooder will give c
prcycnt such
_ _
man Dixon.
their
farm to Owen McKenney o devours have ii. 7.t•'-..1 dlr.'
t
chick aaidtliettal stitngth ard provide .
The funeral of George Sanders
,
st.h..'ule oproing 'approximately
anti pig broods- s.
Murray.
was conducted at Coldwater Wedrice- Mclics in heitait through which pi,:,
rr!
newest
The
iieb and fiani'y moved
.
lornmie Li
Burial was at Bazzell
nesday
tric cljck stro,oet..,:. :Ir. ea!: ! „„t;tal wit:t r....it eater •the, electriczlly heatv from the M ler -farm to Idi..Cuo.cr. TC`i.1 ,ShOW that the amount ,
emiaineered aaot--•?...*.-,:..., f ,, :;! :":"I.cerneters
ningterm's home near Diiiiii's gri..- who'i - i.).-:..'."F"C• t:
;1 icity cont.Itre.:d averages abo.t ' • •
. it -,,.,.':'". ; ... '
* cloy.
1, I.•A :::: hours of power per litteo
:
‘'.,
,
".
.
:
i.:
i
h.t.t.:1--•
a
•,,
tite
tli-ur...- s
-• usiiii.alti di.,..oiaat:...a e.: -1.-..t., -Plcnty of water should be prowidt
Mrs. Winnil. Ale.e.sruier. acid Mn.
anal
pin & and chic:.
a. ! ',.!':: uh,..-1,Ida Miller visited Mrs. Minnie rtt,!t ^., ft- !...th ..... ar.1 1: !. - ...tnt- i.ta ,
con -I:Oafs. Fra.tde:t.. .•7,,-.-..O! r- . !...', '. !'..:1 I have rtarly - aicTS1 to 'an ad,
Dunn ,Thursclay afternoon.'
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proper feed
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all
i
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Chicks Don't Count if They Faii
• Season
To Survive Cold Brooding

News

LUBRICATION
WHEEL ALIGNING
TIRE BALANCING
•
MILLER and GOODYEAR TIRES
-Inchiding
TRUCK TIRES
•
ARM MOT
•

,

Cedar Lhne News

i

Poo• l's Fish Derb
Starts April First

CABLE MOTOR*COMPANY
SALES and SERVICE
Plymouth
I )e Soto

USED !M4W
1946 FORD 2-DOOR Super Deluxe. „Clean

and

like new.

1940'FORD 4-DOOR, radio and heater. Runs
good, drives good! IT'S A GOOD CAR!
radio

and

1939 FORD STANDARD COUPE. Heater.
Goo•C! Drives Good! Looks Good!

Runs

1941 CHEVROLET_ CLUB COUPE,
heater. Very nice car!

1942 FORD TRUCK, short wheel
and runs good.

base.

Good tire:-

'ql.roFy

Just Received!
1-

--CALLOWAY COUNTY—. _
4,

CAR OF MIXED FEED

INDEPENDENT
BASKETBALL TOURNEY

FOR ALL CLASSES OF
LIVESTOCK

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM .

30 and 40 gallon Electric Hot Water
Heaters
MANY OTHER ITEMS ON
HAND

-17-77- ••

,

1‘1,. and ',Ir.-,
Ciry, tti

Snotty. •
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It. • • re

sick

at
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Lucy
Ml"

Ii;
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,
her -11

.a.i
I
vary I

Phila

I

tha ;.rorny
usalt rt. I
been ninni. 4
ndi lbr more than forty 51ar..
o
71.e) have a nation-wide reputation
Are to :, otons* culled by grateful peoplt
7.110,0•
e,uniry ot to. .4,k pear

GARS"
11°HE HOME OF GUARANTEED USED

WILSON & LAWRENCE
USED CAR LOT

MARCH 20, 21, and 22 •

Grant Flocks Set
Production Record

Murray Live Stock Company

•

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

O'CLOCK
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:1.i0
.•
11, 1947,_._
MARCH
SALES REPORT for

•

207

a

The Best Market in West Kentucky

DOORS WILL OPEN AT 6:30 P. M.

Total head sold

,Siornsorcti

Ils nip 592
Rainey T.
- Woodmen o the World •

•,

1.1

ed i um Quality
Butcher Cattle

„itt!

Canner and Cutfer:
'v •
it ilk ('ow:; per head

For Information- Call
, 'oiled
11.1*, two'
or olairloll
Aii
ioloier,, I'0,

k'''""
"
Fro.,Von.,

KYS (IN
C111•S
heath, *tit GRASS
•of Ole Begetace,

g UMttlt1 PT.

RINHICKV hatgitgar. 32f

575

16.00- 20.00
12.00- 15.00

Fat Cows

IT.rraKEKTUCKY
iliWaval6WAPEaMMURY

GLIN JEFF#REY
Tournament Manager

TELEPHONE 150

201 MAP,LE

Game Time 7:15

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.
Phone

ltrm •

Admission 35c and 50c

Remember" all above costs become your
saving

Manager

▪ :

.ingging Itorksehe.
• ,olit4 ut diaaintsia
putlintota
o'ewoweemeeeele--tribigurtgleetgreaur
• .tr to p and et ngth
• .
-•••.:•-•r 4.--tm of kidney OP Wood,/ tit,
',ant fe•weetteneritur. scanty

•"a l'i;ot
It I

We still have some 30 per cent
RAW ROCK PHOSPHATE
at $17.00 per ton

ROBERT PERRY,

sal

and tapert the whole

marh.oe-y.
- • •,..

1- t.

Aluminum Roofing

•

.0!011171
f11,11)

' t•Ini•i:.•1-, vrit..t• i Ms. .oiti..T.le t. ,No,--!s.
Ler: Wilkoisoir s:t-t

see..............a.......--

SPECIAL FOR TH1,5 WEEK:.
2-ton.
/
1931 CHEVROLET TRUCK, I1
New tires! Good motor! . . . $269

No. 1 VealNo. 2 VealThrowouts
HOGS_
146 to 250 pounds
255 to -311II•poilhd
305 to 325 pounds
350 to 400 pounds
160 to 175 pounds
130 to 174o pounds
Sows

6.00- .11.7k0
67.00-153.00

•

25.00
114.04)
6.27)- 14.49 "t-

.

26.65
• 2-71%
25.00
23.00
24.20
21.30
2i.00 Dow!

Farmers and stockmen please brink yOur stock
hn 1 o'clock so that All stock can he hooked at
once and checks he made without being delayed

e.
ego

•

-0-

_

•

! COPY FADED

fl-g MISS i f4/.4

'V%

•

,

••
•111

•••

•

•

•

•

•
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'COMMITTEE FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY OFFICERS
The Cuzellast class of the First ' LAY PLANS FOR TOWN HALL MEETING HERE
.
,11..ptist
Church met Monday evenEuzelian Class Has
.Regular Meet Monday

COTTON'S MAID IS FASHION-RIGHT

I

0

isg. March 10. iii the home of Mrs.
. it. W. Churchill .for • its res alai: .orithly Plti4111p. 7
Mr.., Joe Parker. chum -man. pre•••

I

Mr and :Ars. Taz I-. 11 ..r. ..., .
-' '
1%"...sch 3.
"
I The meeting. was opened with
Mr. and Mrs. R. L.'Elliabry-a.briY.1 prayer led by Mrs. Charles Mercer.
} 6,.
weighing 8 pounds. '2 "'after whi::h Mrs. Eubert Parker
March
. ..
ounces.
gave a %try interesting devotional
Mr. arid Mrs. Uhl Sackmsm. a ' on -.Prayer." .
I
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Revival Announced—
At West Fork Church

VANE - CALVERT
Oldest

Mixed

Paint House. in America

A COMPLETE STOCK
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PAINTS - WALLPAPER
•
WINDOW and AUTO GLASS
•
PLATE GLASS
and
STORE FRONT METAL
•
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Ledger & Times

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

-LITABSIT
MURRAY, KY.
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What's Coming Soon!
JUNE HAVER—in--"WAKE UP AND DREAM"
EDDIE BRACKEN—in—
"LADIES MAN"

Services Planned At
IIm (roc Church
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BETTY GRABLE—in—
"SHOCKING MISS
PILGRIM':

LARAINE DAY • BRIAN AHERNE
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KATHARINE HEPBURN 'ROBERT TAYLOR

OWNBY
taus/ paw

•

WEDNESDAY

front i iTi of gru, •
...an, into ersauce pan ••Add pe.,1
stems. or. large onion. chopp..7
...1.4--ban tar:
• %re to thi•-••
•.s...t.,..eririt-fl•nrier and th.gli4s.vely
Add The beans. ;
tle hesuid telt
tablespoon of ht.0*.er and is very
sprinkle of nutmeg Illest:••• •
Instead of u, r. golir cherry roll
'ry' this for .a.c.har.ge;
Add 2 tablo-poons flour * and
.:ible.vwx,r,s butter to • 'cithirt tikt
. and
.veV•teried
ar.ned cherries
When slightly 'thickened
seat.
into a baking dish. lop wit.
rourel•
cloneo sot
it
quares or . a fancy :shape
s a rroderate oven until do, •
Serve hot as. n. or cold with ereatr.
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Car Stolen Here
Found In Cairoj

Its pretty brunette HiIma Seay
of Memphis. Tenn.. the cotton industry's 1947 Maid of Cotton. On
the left. Mies Seay models a
sophisticated black and lakil•-cet.
- dnitime dress with
---41-rogr-ghteirkin
bustle at the back and the new
done by designer Rose
skirt
longer
Barrack. Above is her official
portrait study, and on the right,
the Maid shows a three-piece cotton twill sports outfit by California designer Louella Ballerina°.
The ensemble .consists Of halter
blouse, slim shorts and wraparound
skirt. Hilma will show her smart
cottons in more than thirty cities
in the United States and Franc..
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